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ays after it suspended
a $4 billion military aid
package to Lebanon,
Saudi Arabia stepped up
pressure on Beirut by
urging its citizens not to travel to
the small Mediterranean country, a
signal that Lebanese efforts to appease their traditional Gulf backers
have not been enough.
The United Arab Emirates, Qatar,
Kuwait and Bahrain immediately
followed the February 19th Saudi
move, asking their citizens to keep
away from Lebanon, which is suffering from internal political turmoil compounded by fallout from
the war in neighbouring Syria. The
UAE also said it would reduce its
diplomatic representation in Beirut. Bahrain asked its citizens in
Lebanon to leave immediately.
The Gulf states’ measures came
a day after the Lebanese national
unity government, which includes
both friends and foes of Saudi
Arabia, including the Iran-backed
Hezbollah, unanimously adopted a
statement that stressed the need to
mend ties with Riyadh. Lebanese
Prime Minister Tammam Salam,
who was entrusted with this mission, announced a Gulf tour that
should take him first to Saudi Arabia.
Lebanon, the statement said,
would not forget Saudi Arabia’s
sponsorship of the Taif agreement
that brought an end to Lebanon’s
1975-90 civil war, its role in rebuilding the country and its support for
Lebanon’s “financial, economic,
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military and security institutions”.
Saudi Arabia, concerned over
ties between Lebanon and Riyadh’s
regional rival Iran, denounced Beirut’s failure to join the “Arab consensus” condemning January’s attacks on the kingdom’s diplomatic
missions in Iran. It clearly blamed
the strained ties on Hezbollah’s increasingly dominant influence over
Lebanon.

Saudi Arabia
stepped up pressure
on Beirut by urging
its citizens not to
travel to Lebanon.
Lebanese Justice Minister Ashraf
Rifi resigned from the cabinet on
February 21st, accusing Hezbollah
of “dominating the government’s
decisions” and calling on the government to “at least apologise to
the (Saudi) kingdom, its leadership
and people”.
Rifi specifically blamed Lebanese
Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil,
who is also president of the Christian Free Patriotic Movement, a
key Hezbollah ally, for not backing
Saudi resolutions against Iran during meetings of Arab and Muslim
foreign ministers.
Prior to the Lebanese cabinet
meeting, Hezbollah tried to deflect blame from its role in Lebanese politics by attributing the
Saudi decision to Riyadh’s own
budgetary pressures. In earlier
statements, Hezbollah SecretaryGeneral Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah
accused Turkey and Saudi Arabia
of “dragging the region into war”.

Lebanon’s former prime minister Saad Hariri talks during a news
conference in Beirut, on February 22nd.
His comments contributed to Saudi
discontent.
Salam reconfirmed Lebanon’s
condemnation of the attacks on
Saudi diplomatic missions in Iran
and urged Saudi King Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud to reconsider
the suspension of military aid.
Sunni political leader Saad Hariri
was quick to gather politicians,
businessmen and followers at his
Beirut residence to express gratitude to Riyadh and urge the Lebanese to sign a document of “solidarity with Arab unanimity”. He is
hoping for 1 million signatures.

Hezbollah, however, did not
seem ready to apologise to Saudi
Arabia which, with other Gulf
states, has listed the Iran-backed
group as a terrorist organisation
and accused it of planting cells to
destabilise Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries.
Dalal Saoud is the deputy
editor-in-chief of The Arab Weekly
and has been covering the Arab
region since 1990. She is based in
Beirut.
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US, Europe step up war on ISIS in Libya
Ed Blanche

Beirut

A

Western drive to crush
the Islamic State’s Libya
stronghold and prevent
possible terrorist attacks
on Europe across the
Mediterranean gathered momentum with Italy’s decision to allow
the United States to launch drone
strikes from Sicily.
Italian Prime Minister Matteo
Renzi announced on February 22nd
that US forces could launch “defensive missions” from Sigonella
airbase near Catania on the eastern
side of the island, about 480km
north of Libya, approved on a caseby-case basis by the Rome government. The United States has a naval
air station at Sigonella.
Renzi said that “if we have proof
that there are ‘kamikaze’ attackers
preparing potential strikes, naturally Italy will do its part” along

with the United States and other
Western European states that believe the Islamic State (ISIS) is exploiting the power vacuum that
has gripped Libya since the NATObacked overthrow of Muammar

Qaddafi in October 2011.
Italian defence officials said the
US operations could extend as far
east as the caliphate the Islamic
State (ISIS) proclaimed in Syria and
Iraq in June 2014.

Nearly five years after the United
States, Britain and France launched
air strikes against Qaddafi’s regime
to help rebels topple his military
dictatorship, the Americans seem
set on mounting a new military offensive to prevent oil-rich Libya
becoming an extension of the ISIS
caliphate.

Italy will allow
the US to conduct
drone strikes in
Libya from Sicily.

A 2010 file photo shows a US Predator unmanned drone armed
with a missile sitting on the tarmac of Kandahar military airport
in Afghanistan.

France, which is fighting jihadists
in the nearby African Sahel region,
has begun flying reconnaissance
missions over Libya to identify
bases used by ISIS and its collaborators.
US intelligence estimates ISIS
strength in Libya has grown from
2,000 to 5,000 fighters, many of
them veterans of the wars in Syria

and Iraq. The militants are concentrated around the coastal city of
Sirte and threaten Libya’s main oil
region.
There are no immediate plans for
US ground operations in Libya but
the chairman of the US Joint Chiefs
of Staff, US Marine General Joseph
F. Dunford, said on January 22nd
that the United States and France
were getting ready for “decisive
military action” in Libya.
American F-15E fighter jets,
launched from Britain on February
19th, attacked an ISIS camp outside
Sabratha, in western Libya, reportedly killing more than 40 militants.
US officials said these included Tunisian ISIS figure Noureddine Chouchane, who masterminded two
deadly attacks in Tunisia in 2015.
Ed Blanche is the Analysis section
editor of The Arab Weekly. He has
covered Middle Eastern affairs
since 1967 and lives in Beirut.
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Gulf analysts say Saudi halt of
Lebanese grant was ‘expected’
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

s the Lebanese government tries to salvage
relations with long-time
benefactor Saudi Arabia, the decision by Riyadh to cancel $4 billion in grants
intended for the Lebanese military
was lauded as a political and security necessity by analysts in the
Gulf.
Saudi Arabia said it suspended
the aid package due to the Lebanese government’s failure to condemn the January attacks on the
kingdom’s diplomatic missions in
Iran. The assistance was meant
to give the poorly equipped and
underfunded Lebanese Army a
much-needed boost, particularly
as it faces spillover from the war in
neighbouring Syria.
Despite the abrupt timing of
the announcement, which caught
many in the Lebanese political arena by surprise, the action by Saudi
Arabia was seen by a number of
pundits, especially in the Gulf region, as expected and a matter of
regional security.
Joseph Kechichian, senior fellow at the King Faisal Centre for
Research and Islamic Studies in
Riyadh, said the kingdom was
not prepared to tolerate Lebanese
Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil
pretending to speak for the entire
country.

The action by Saudi
Arabia was seen by a
number of pundits,
especially in the
Gulf region, as
expected and a
matter of regional
security.
“Therefore they decided to punish the country, particularly when
the prime minister did not chastise
his foreign minister,” Kechichian
said.
Lebanon’s failure to condemn
the attacks on Saudi diplomatic

missions in Iran set a legal precedent, he said.
“Lebanon and Saudi Arabia are
founding members of the Arab
League, which means… Lebanon is
constitutionally committed, as well
as bound by various Arab League
resolutions, never to side against
a fellow Arab country, so therefore the votes that Gebran Bassil
cast both in Cairo and in Jeddah on
the assumption that Lebanon has
a particular case did not go down
well because this is a legal precedent and there were two votes cast
and obviously one can tolerate one
vote, but two is just too much,” Kechichian said.

Gulf Cooperation
Council states
quickly supported
the Saudi
decision.
Another factor highlighted by
analysts was the fear of the Iranian-backed Shia militia Hezbollah
prospering from the Saudi grant.
“The last two consecutive governments and the former president
have failed to curb Hezbollah’s influence,” wrote Saudi analyst Abdulrahman al-Rashed.
Saudi aid could be misappropriated to serve Hezbollah’s agenda,
Rashed said, because the military
had failed disassociate itself from
the Iran-backed militia. Hezbollah is widely seen as being much
stronger than the Lebanese Army.
“Hezbollah dragged the army to
areas like Arsal (north-east of Beirut) and then it used these forces to
pursue (those) whom it described
as terrorists from among the Syrian
opposition,” Rashed wrote.
Writing in the pan-Arab daily
Al-Hayat, veteran Saudi journalist
Jamal Banoun put the blame on
Lebanese politicians influenced by
foreign parties, a veiled reference
to Iran.
Banoun stressed that those politicians are hostile towards Saudi
Arabia and have tried to minimise
the role it played in Lebanon’s recovery from the civil war after the
1989 Taif agreement, which ended
the Lebanese civil war.

Lebanon’s Prime Minister Tammam Salam (R) speaks next to Information Minister Ramzi Jreij at the
government palace in Beirut, on February 22nd.
“The Saudi government has endured a lot from such adolescent
politicians who have sought to raise
suspicions towards Saudi Arabia’s
intentions and political and economic role [in Lebanon],” he added.
Meanwhile, Gulf Cooperation
Council states quickly supported
the Saudi decision to cancel the
multibillion-dollar grant.
In a strongly worded statement,
the United Arab Emirates said the
Saudi decision came after Lebanon
repeatedly took negative offensive
and bizarre positions against panArab consensus, despite contacts

with relevant Lebanese authorities.
“Despite the historic and traditional support extended to Lebanon by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and other member states of the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC),
as well as hosting a large number
of Lebanese people and despite
the fact that these states stood by
Lebanon, during the hard circumstances it went through, we regret
to see these negative trends that
are not representative of the majority of the Lebanese people,” the
statement said.
GCC member Bahrain issued a

similar statement of support.
The aid package would have been
the biggest in Lebanon’s history, involving a four-year, $3 billion Saudi
pledge to buy French arms for the
Lebanese military and a $1 billion support deal for the Lebanese
police. There had been a number
of delays to the deal since its announcement in 2013, the reasons
of which were a source of major
speculation in the Lebanese media.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab
Weekly.

A new Saudi ball game?

View poi nt

Claude
Salhani

T

he Middle East is
changing before our
eyes. As a World War
II correspondent once
noted, history looks
strange when we are
living it. And so it does.
Amid the shifting sand dunes
and other great changes affecting
the Middle East is the new image
of Saudi Arabia as a country that
is no longer beholden to the good
old ways.
Gone are the days when the
Saudis would dish out wads of
cash, hand out Rolex watches
and otherwise compensate those
who said good things about them,
including gifts of expensive automobiles. Today, the Saudi mindset
is very different.
The new generation asks questions. They want to know what

The Lebanese Army was
not perceived by the
Saudis anymore as the
neutral actor they thought
it could be.

they are paying for. Lip service
previously paid to legions of
self-appointed middlemen, who
came armed with promises of offering the kingdom better public
relations, is also something of the
past. There is a new generation of
better educated, better travelled
and more aware Saudis.
Saudi Foreign Minister Adel
al-Jubeir is a prime example. He is
not from the royal family, nevertheless he has been entrusted
with one of the most important
positions in the kingdom.
The involvement of the Saudis
in the Syrian war has contributed
much to this change. The Saudi involvement was discreet at first but
as the war expanded so did the
Saudi role. From financing rebel
groups and occasionally providing
military hardware, Saudi Arabia
now finds itself engaged in a fully
fledged war in which its longtime nemesis — Iran — is on the
other side. The Saudis have long
regarded Iran to be their prime
threat — be it under the shah or
the current theocracy.
The new mindset of Saudi leaders and businessmen no longer
trusts blindly, as it had done in the
past, the legions of Western socalled experts and their promises

of public relations miracles.
Today, the Saudis are asking
questions. The new generation
wants to know where their money
is going, who is it going to and
why.
They feel let down by their
long-time ally, the United States,
upon which they felt they could
depend for their security. They
realise they can only count on
themselves — and, of course, their
proxies.
An example of the new Saudi
mindset can be seen in Lebanon
where the kingdom had been supplying the military with billions of
dollars of aid but recently stopped
the funding. The general feeling
among Saudis is that the kingdom
was getting nothing in return for
its support to Lebanon, except
insults heaped on it regularly by
Hezbollah.
Delivery of funds previously
going to the Lebanese Army and
police forces have come to a halt.
The Lebanese Army was not
perceived by the Saudis anymore
as the neutral actor they thought
it could be.
As one observer familiar with
Saudi thinking and with this
strange diplomatic ballet put it
recently: “The Lebanese Army it-

An example
of the
new Saudi
mindset can
be seen in
Lebanon.

self is perceived as having become
a sort of proxy to the proxy: It is
backing up Hezbollah’s moves in
Lebanon and the region and not
guarding Lebanon’s national or
regional security interests.”
After some 30 years and billions
of dollars of Saudi assistance to
Lebanon, Saudi Arabia’s political
allies in Lebanon are seen as sitting on the fence while Hezbollah
is the elephant in the room.
Hezbollah maximised the assistance it receives from Iran to
promote Tehran’s objectives in
Lebanon and the region.
It would like to impose a new
balance in Lebanon, including the creation of the post of a
vice-president representing the
Shias to further control Lebanon’s
decision-making process. Its
encroachment, as reflected by the
resignation of Lebanon’s Justice
minister, is also breeding frustration.
For better or for worse, Saudi
Arabia is no more willing to play
the game by the old rules. Many
more surprising developments
should be expected.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly. Follow
him on Twitter @Claudesalhani.
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Saudi wake-up call for Lebanon
Dalal Saoud

Beirut

L

ebanon was probably in
need for a wake-up call
after slipping into a lamentable political paralysis
that has prevented it from
electing a president for more than
two years. Surprisingly, the shock
came from a traditional main supporter: Saudi Arabia.
Fed up with mounting and heated
attacks by Iran-backed Hezbollah
against Saudi Arabia and its ruling
Saud family and dissatisfied with
Lebanon’s foreign policy distancing the tiny country from their Arab
arena, the Saudis decided to suspend military aid worth $4 billion to
Lebanon.
The February 19th move, backed
by the other Gulf countries, sent
shock waves in all directions and
raised multiple fears that punitive
measures may follow.
“The situation actually is reflecting a cumulative and tense climate
that is not agreeable to both Saudi
Arabia and Lebanon,” said Shafik
Masri, political sciences professor
at the American University of Beirut.

The February 19th
move, backed by the
other Gulf countries,
sent shock waves in
all directions.
It was not the first time that Hezbollah chief Hassan Nasrallah attacked Saudi Arabia but his recent
and most severe criticism of the ruling Saudi family, which he accused
of dragging the entire region into
war, was hard to swallow.
However, the “explosive point”,
as Masri explained, was the conduct
of Lebanese Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil at two meetings of Arab
and Muslim foreign ministers, who
strongly condemned the attacks on

Saudi diplomatic missions in Iran
in January. Bassil, whose Christian
Free Patriotic Movement is an ally
of Hezbollah, failed to join the “Arab
consensus” condemning Iran.
The “new” Saudi Arabia simply
did not accept that.

The Saudi move
reflects more “a
strategic decision”.
“Saudi Arabia today is more aggressive… Probably they thought
there is a need for a shock here
and they did it,” said Riad Tabbarah, Lebanon’s former ambassador
in Washington. “It was such a big
shock that even Iran’s allies in Lebanon were forced to soften their tone
and position.”
The issue is not simply a political
one. Between 200,000 and 300,000
Lebanese work in Gulf countries
and any punitive measure against
them would undoubtedly affect the
size of their remittances, which help
shore up the Lebanese economy. It
is estimated that $4 billion out of
$7.5 billion in Lebanese remittances
come from Gulf countries.
“The failure of renewing residency and working permits of Lebanese in the Gulf countries would be
a big disaster,” Tabbarah told The
Arab Weekly.
But Saudi Arabia, with its $1 billion deposit in Lebanon’s Central
Bank and other investments in the
country, “does not want Lebanon to
collapse,” he said. “Its target is not
to punish Lebanon.”
The Saudi “shock” put the brakes
on the anti-Gulf drive, according to
Tabbarah, who noted that neither
Iran nor Saudi Arabia would like to
reach the point of Sunni-Shia discord in Lebanon.
The Saudi cabinet has reasserted
the decision to halt military aid to
Lebanon, but reaffirmed the kingdom’s “support of the Lebanese
people, with all its sects”.
An informed source close to the
pro-Saudi March 14 coalition in
Lebanon dismissed the possibil-

Sunni political leader Saad Hariri overseeing a petition drive at his residence in Beirut, on February
22nd, to express support to Riyadh.
ity of “a security explosion” in the
country following the Saudi move,
which “is a reflection of the mounting Saudi-Iranian conflict”.
The source, however, explained
that “political tensions and shaky
economic conditions should be expected”.
But what are the real motives behind the Saudi move, which came
shortly after the return to Beirut of
Sunni political leader Saad Hariri
from self-imposed exile in Paris and
Riyadh?
It is hard to advance a clear answer. One of the scenarios is that
Riyadh has always showed understanding to Lebanon’s particular
situation because of Hezbollah’s
military might but wants now to

“bring back Lebanon to the Arab
world and restore the political balance” in the troubled country.

Between 200,000
and 300,000
Lebanese work in
Gulf countries.
“Arab consensus is sacred. Those
who escalated attacks against Saudi
Arabia went too far in counting on
the kingdom’s understanding of
Lebanon’s peculiar situation,” Tabbarah noted. “Breaking Arab consensus is something Saudis could
not tolerate.”
Although Hezbollah’s allies saw
the Saudi move as a blow to Hariri

and a sign of abandonment by his
long-time protégé, Tabbarah said
Hariri’s return was meant to “restore the balance in Lebanon where
there can be no winner or loser”.
The problem lies well with the
“alliances in place in the region and
how to manage them”, according to
the well-informed source.
The Saudi move reflects more “a
strategic decision, a strategic policy
related to the geopolitics of the region”, he said.
Lebanon, still without a president, should avoid the collapse
of its cabinet as well so as not to
plunge the country into chaos and
pray that Prime Minister Tammam
Salam’s efforts to appease Saudi
Arabia succeed.

Lebanon and the roots of Saudi discontent

View poi nt

Sam
Menassa

I

t did not really come as a
surprise to Hezbollah that
Saudi Arabia would suspend
aid to the Lebanese Army
and security forces. The aid
in question was a donation
of $3 billion to the army to buy
French-made weapons and a
second donation of $1 billion to
the security forces.
Observers of Lebanese affairs
were not surprised, first, by
Hezbollah not being surprised
and, second, by the Saudi decision, which reflects a change in
the overall Gulf mood towards
Lebanon.
The mood change began with
the onset of the Syrian crisis and
with Hezbollah taking sides and
engaging in the conflict. Hezbollah used various excuses to justify
its interference in Syrian affairs,
the last of which being to dam the
spread of extreme Sunni militant
ideology and its followers.
Hezbollah also propagated ideas
and opinions placing Saudi Arabia
and Wahhabi ideology in the
same bag with Israel, its number
one enemy, and clearly favouring
sectarian over national affiliations.
It was within this context that
Hezbollah launched an unprecedented campaign against Saudi

The Saudi decision to
suspend aid to Lebanon is
a painful blow to the tiny
Arab country.

Arabia that culminated with the
Lebanese foreign minister breaking ranks with the rest of Arab and
Muslim countries by refusing to
condemn Iran’s meddling in Arab
affairs and denounce the attacks
on the Saudi diplomatic missions
in Iran.
The Lebanese government took a
hesitant stand in the affair, which
did not improve the sour mood of
Gulf countries towards Lebanon.
More than that, news about daily
arrests in the Gulf countries of proHezbollah cells bent on destroying those countries’ security and
stability have become frequent.
The Saudi decision to suspend
aid to Lebanon is a painful blow
to the tiny Arab country but the

Saudi kingdom and the Gulf countries remain perfectly capable of
taking more measures harmful to
Lebanon and the Lebanese.
The move has stirred many
fears in the minds of the Lebanese
people.
First, perhaps the Saudi decision came as a result of the Saudis
losing faith in the capacity of their
allies in Lebanon to ensure the
minimum balance between forces
inside Lebanon. It is very likely
that Hezbollah opponents inside
Lebanon are growing weaker and
their recent surrealist initiatives
to nominate their worst enemies,
Michel Aoun and Suleiman
Frangieh, to the presidency are
behind the Saudis growing tired of

Face-off. Supporters wave the flag of Lebanon and the Shia
movement Hezbollah alongside a poster of former Hezbollah
leader Abbas al-Mussawi in the southern suburbs of Beirut, on
February 16th.

The mood
change
began with
the onset
of the
Syrian crisis
and with
Hezbollah
taking
sides and
engaging in
the conflict.

Lebanon and the Lebanese.
The second fear is that the Saudi
decision will be followed by others, which will hurt the economy
more than Hezbollah. The Saudi
decision indeed may play into
Hezbollah’s hands and drive the
country further into Iran’s sphere
of influence.
The third fear relates to the
doors being closed indefinitely on
a solution in Lebanon. Partitioning
the country is virtually impossible. Turning it into a federation is
science fiction in light of the party
monopolising power.
As to disarming Hezbollah, it has
become a regional affair contingent on Iran’s weight and role in
the region after the latter’s nuclear
agreement with the West and on
the outcome of regional wars.
On a regional level, it is feared
that the Saudi decision was taken
in anticipation of developments
in the region that bypass Lebanon
and that concern the war in Syria,
particularly after the latest turn of
events on the field in the northern
front.
As things stand, the only light
at the end of the tunnel is to have
an international conference to
settle all conflicts in the region,
beginning with the Syrian crisis,
and returning all parties to their
original sizes. Such a step will
certainly have a calming effect on
the internal affairs of countries in
the region.
Sam Menassa is a Lebanese
political analyst who has been
covering Lebanon and the Middle
East for 25 years.
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US strikes target ISIS in Libya

Attacks seen as seized opportunity not start of a campaign

Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

U

S fighter jets struck an
Islamic State (ISIS) gathering in western Libya,
killing about 50 people,
including a leading Tunisian Islamist operative suspected
of masterminding terror attacks in
neighbouring Tunisia, Libyan authorities and the Pentagon said.
The February 19th strikes were
seen as less the start of the widely
discussed Western military campaign in Libya than an opportunistic
attack, however.
“Western powers could not wait
when such a target presented itself,
said Faysal Cherif, a Tunisian military specialist at Tunis-based International Centre for Military and Security Strategic Studies.
“There was a big number of ISIS
fighters, likely more than 60, at a
compelling location. Sabratha is not
far from Europe across the Mediterranean, close to NATO bases in Italy
and just across the border from Tunisia.

“The safe house had
been probably under
close watch by
human intelligence
operatives on the
ground.”
Sabratha has been used as a starting point for smugglers’ boats sailing
to Europe. It has also been a transit
point for Tunisians and other jihadists to join ISIS branches in Libya,
Syria and Iraq.
“At least 43 people were killed
and six wounded and many body
limbs covered the place,” Libya Al
Mostaqbal newspaper reported on
its website, adding that most of the
dead were Tunisians. It said the
strike took place at Qasr Talel, 8km
west of Sabratha.
Among the dead were two Serbian
embassy staff members abducted in

Libya.
“The safe house had been probably under close watch by human intelligence operatives on the
ground,” Cherif said. “They could
be special forces from the West who
had infiltrated Libya in the past two
months or spies from allies in Libya
or other Maghreb states.”
US Navy Captain Jeff Davis, a US
Department of Defense spokesman,
said on February 22nd that the attack likely prevented a major terror
operation. Davis said the “type of
training they were doing there and
the proximity to the Tunisian border
suggest that some larger plan was in
the works”.
Among those killed is believed
to be Noureddine Chouchane. Pentagon spokesman Peter Cook said
Tunisian authorities named him as a
suspect in the March 18th, 2015, attack on the Bardo National Museum
in Tunis in which 20 foreign tourists
were killed by two ISIS-affiliated assailants.
Cook said Chouchane had facilitated the movement of potential
ISIS fighters from Tunisia to Libya
and other countries.
Destruction of the camp and
Chouchane’s death will eliminate
“an experienced facilitator” and is
expected to have an immediate impact on ISIS’s ability to recruit new
members and conduct attacks in
and outside Libya”, he said.
ISIS also claimed responsibility for
a June 2015 attack at the Tunisian resort of Sousse in which 38 tourists,
most of them British, were slain by
a lone attacker the Tunisian government has said was trained in a Libyan ISIS camp, likely in Sabratha.
Chouchane, 35, was said to be
from the central region of Sidi Bouzid, where a street vendor set himself
on fire triggering the uprising that
ousted president Zine el-Abidine
Ben Ali in 2011.
Tunisia was watching Libya carefully for signs of Western military intervention against ISIS. Authorities
have said a large campaign would
force large numbers of refugees
from Libya towards Tunisia.

People gather at the site of the US air strike on an ISIS target west of Sabratha, on February 19th.
“The Americans have started
another Iraq in the Maghreb,” said
Tayeb Sellami, at a café in Tunis.
“That would bring more bloodshed
and misery to Libya and all its neighbours. Tunisia’s economy and society would be squeezed by the deepening human and social problems of
Libya.”
Cherif and other analysts dismissed the notion that the strike
could be the beginning of a wide
Western intervention in Libya.
“It was a big strike because it was
relatively easy to carry out,” he said.
“The target was a house outside the
centre of Sabratha and Sabratha is a
small town where any stranger can
be easily spotted. It cannot easily be
replicated in other cities where ISIS
militants are burrowed in the midst
of crowded streets of big cities.”
A witness in Sabratha told the Associated Press he heard two explosions at 3.30am coming from the
nearby village of Qasr Talel. He said
the house that was hit belonged to
Abdel-Hakim al-Mashawat, known
locally as an ISIS militant.

The US government has said it
would support international military action against ISIS in Libya once
the country has a unity government.
Washington is seeking to show it
does not intend to remain idle as
the UN-backed efforts to establish a
unity government have been moving slowly. The US administration
has vowed to hit significant targets
when the opportunity presents itself.
In November, a US military air
strike killed an ISIS leader called
Abu Nabil or Wissam al-Zubaydi,
an Iraqi national, in the eastern
Libyan city of Derna. In July, air
strikes targeted an al-Qaeda gathering in the eastern city of Ajdabiya.
Official sources said the US targeted
Mokhtar bel-Mokhtar, an al-Qaeda
in the Maghreb (AQIM) leader, but
the operation failed.
A former senior Libyan intelligence officer with links to current
intelligence community in western
areas of Libya said European special
forces have been in Libya helping
with aerial surveillance and other

intelligence efforts in several cities,
including Zintan in the west.
Adding to the concern in Washington and Europe, Western intelligence reports showed the number
of ISIS fighters in Libya swelling
to about 5,000-6,000 even as the
group’s numbers in Syria and Iraq
fall. “I have been clear from the outset that we will go after ISIS wherever it appears, the same way that
we went after al-Qaeda wherever
they appeared,” US President Barack
Obama said on February 17th.
“We will continue to take actions
where we’ve got a clear operation
and a clear target in mind. And we
are working with our other coalition
partners to make sure that as we see
opportunities to prevent ISIS from
digging in, in Libya, we take them.
“At the same time, we’re working
diligently with the United Nations
to try to get a government in place
in Libya and that’s been a problem.”
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
covered North Africa for decades.

Role of Libyans is crucial to defeat terrorism

View poi nt

Alaya Allani

F

ive years after their 2011
uprising, Libyans are
waking up to harsh
realities: A crumbling
economy, insecurity on
the loose, constant
terrorism gnawing at the foundations of the state and the risk of
Somalisation of the country and
the region.
The birth of the new government
in Libya continues to be arduous.
The real question is not whether
the Sarraj government is approved
by the internationally recognised
parliament but whether this government can be functional on the
ground.
Also, will the majority of Tripoli’s
inhabitants accept that the government be headquartered in their
city? How will the government deal
with rogue militias? Will the south
receive its rightful share of development and especially its cultural
rights? Libyans were awakened
early February 19th by the sounds
of US jets bombing a farmhouse
near Sabratha where suspected
Islamic State-affiliated terrorists
were allegedly plotting operations

Any hopeful project
for Libya can only be
carried out by the Libyans
themselves.

in and outside Libya. More than four
dozen people, mostly Tunisians,
were killed.
The US strikes carried three messages: One to the terrorists warning
them against staying too long in Libya. The jihadists are likely to move
next to West Africa, the Sahel and
the Mauritanian desert. The second
message was to the Libyan political
class exhorting it to vote in favour
of the Sarraj government. The third
message was meant to reassure the
new Libyan government that it will
find tangible support from Europe
and the United States in fighting
terrorism.
What the Libyans should realise
is that it is not the military intervention that will eradicate terrorism in
Libya but their reaching an agreement about a common view of their
state and their society, rebuilding
the state’s institutions and reorganising their civil society. When these
issues are properly addressed and
resolved, we can start talking about
stability in Libya.
There are decisions that must
be agreed upon for normal life to
return to Libya. The first is agreeing on a consensus government.
The second is equipping the Libyan
Army and concomitantly disarming
all militia groups. The third is the
preparation by experts of realistic
and feasible economic and social
plans.
As to clamping down on terrorists,
it will require months and will need
aid and cooperation regionally and
globally. The eventual Libyan government can determine the extent

to which regional and Western powers can contribute in this matter.
Officialdom in next door Tunisia and the general population are
reading the lips of Libyans to try to
figure out the types of dangers they
might face. As much as Tunisians
oppose a military intervention in
Libya, they are also hopeful that a
quick Libyan consensus about the
new Sarraj government would lower
tensions.
It is in the interest of Tunisia to
prepare for such an eventuality and
all other concomitant emergencies.
Tunisian authorities should prepare
to receive Libyan refugees. Security
issues should be naturally taken into
consideration.
The Tunisian government must
have a plan to secure the southern
and eastern borders, involving
volunteer citizens and civil organisations. It must establish a system
for thorough searches of all vehicles
and individuals crossing the border
and the establishment of as many
intelligence gathering cells as possible. Preventing a terrorist attack is
an absolute necessity especially that
according to recent international
reports Islamic State (ISIS) in Libya
could be planning terrorist operations in North African countries.
In the event of an important flux
of refugees, Tunisian authorities
must have adequate economic and
humanitarian plans ready. Tunisia must not repeat the terrible
mistakes of 2011, when it turned
out that many of the charities that
were helping the refugees were also
recruiting Tunisians to fight in Syria

What the
Libyans
should
realise is
that it is not
the military
intervention
that will
eradicate
terrorism in
Libya.

and Iraq.
The Tunisian government can
also convince the new Libyan government not only of Tunisia’s readiness to accept Libyan refugees but
also of its readiness to contribute in
the training of Libyan security and
military officers, to set up a number
of economic projects in Libya and
help implement infrastructure
projects there.
Undoubtedly, there has been
always hope for security and economic activity to return in Libya. In
reality however, there are a number
of conditions for this hope to turn
into reality.
First, there must be available
well-thought-out plans and strategies for an efficient use of Libya’s
riches.
Second, there must be a detailed
security plan for Libya, which
includes citizens surrendering their
weapons and the Libyan Army being armed and trained.
Third, the country’s new constitution and elections must be carefully planned so as to equip Libya
with the necessary institutions for a
modern state.
Finally, any hopeful project for
Libya can only be carried out by the
Libyans themselves. To get there,
concessions from all sides must be
made and there must be a genuine
desire to let bygones be bygones.
National reconciliation could be
key.
Alaya Allani is an expert on Islamic
extremism. He teaches at the
University of Manouba in Tunis.
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Libya’s flickering light at the end of the tunnel
Michel Cousins

Tunis

I

f the United Nations as well as
Libya’s neighbours and allies
had had their way, the Libyan House of Representatives
(HoR) in Tobruk would have
had taken a major step towards
peace and stability in Libya by approving the national unity government proposed by the country’s
Presidency Council.
It did not happen.
Three times the HoR was to have
met and deliberated on the government and three times the session
was postponed because of deep
divisions over names on the list.
There are accusations that some
on the list are corrupt and others
actively supported the Qaddafi regime.
Several in the HoR want the nineperson Presidency Council sacked
and replaced with a three-member
version on the basis that the current arrangement has proved incapable of uniting Libya and providing it with the leadership it needed.
There has been squabbling, even
physical violence, between members and two have walked out.
These people are trying to convince
the HoR to reject the government.
What did happen, though, was
a severe blow inflicted on Islamist militants, including the Islamic
State (ISIS), in Benghazi by the Libyan National Army (LNA) under the
command of General Khalifa Haftar. Since the launch of Operation
Dignity in May 2014, Haftar has
promised the imminent liberation
of the city. It looks as if it is about to
become reality.
ISIS and the other militants are
far from destroyed in Libya. They
have not been totally smashed
in Libya’s second city, still have a
presence outside Derna, remain in
control of the central town of Sirte
and the surrounding region and
have cells in the south of the country as well as in Tripoli.
Even so, ISIS has taken a major

A fighter loyal to Libya’s internationally recognised government celebrates in the street in Benghazi, on February 23rd.
battering and not only in Benghazi. Along with its allies, it was
forced out of Ajdabiya by the LNA,
was badly mauled in an attempted
counteroffensive in Derna, aimed
— it is thought — at drawing LNA
forces away from Benghazi and has
had to flee Sabratha in western Libya following the US raid there.
Many militants are reported to
have gone south. Some who tried
to escape to Sirte were killed when
their boat was targeted by a fighter
plane of unknown provenance.
The dramatically altered military
situation is having major political
consequences in the HoR. “The
good news in Benghazi has had an
effect” on members, one of them
said.
Despite being told that they cannot make changes to the Libyan

Political Agreement (LPA), signed
in December and endorsed by the
UN Security Council, the events
in Benghazi have boosted the resolve of Haftar supporters to insist
on precisely that. They want the
Presidency Council reduced in size
and reject anyone considered to be
linked to Islamists, including the
Muslim Brotherhood, indeed especially the Muslim Brotherhood.
In the meantime, HoR members
who might have voted for the unity
government are opting for a waitand-see approach while those who
back the LPA, arguing that Libya
desperately needs a government
now, are struggling to muster sufficient support in the HoR to vote
it though.
The sense among members by
the time the third postponement

was announced was that the proposed government would be heavily rejected if put to a vote, which is
why it was decided to delay.

To endorse a new
government would
require a lower
threshold but even
that appears
unobtainable at
present.
There is, though, a growing feeling that time will not heal matters.
Whether or not reports of members
being threatened and intimidated
are true, divisions within the HoR
over the LPA and the unity government have deepened.
Despite UN Special Envoy Mar-

tin Kobler continuing to insist that
the LPA cannot be altered, that is
precisely what a significant number of members want. As a result,
it is unlikely that even if Prime
Minister-designate Faiez al-Sarraj
were to come up with another set
of ministerial names, it would not
be enough.
The mathematics make that
clear. There are reportedly 130-140
members in Tobruk. To amend the
constitution to incorporate the LPA
would require 126 votes, but the
anti-LPA group can call on several
dozen members. To endorse a new
government would require a lower
threshold but even that appears
unobtainable at present.
Michel Cousins is the
editor-in-chief of the Libya Herald.

The lessons of Libya and Afghanistan

View poi nt

Martin Sieff

M

ore than 14 years
after they
smashed into
Afghanistan and
almost 13 years
after they
destroyed the state structures of
Iraq, there is one small sign that
US policymakers are starting to
grasp the real cause for the rise of
radical extremism across the
Middle East and Central Asia.
US State Department Deputy
Spokesman Mark Toner on February 19th publicly expressed a crucial truth: The Islamic State (ISIS)
has been able to put down roots
in Libya and Afghanistan because
it found areas where the writ of a
weak or non-existent government
did not run.
Toner was questioned on the
uncomfortable truth that after all
these years of major US military
involvement in Afghanistan and
the creation of a new, central and
supposedly democratic government, crafted precisely to plans
micromanaged by successive US
administrations, the forces of
ISIS, al-Qaeda and the Taliban are
resurgent again in that unhappy
country and creating new centres

of activity there.
The same story applies in Libya
where, more than four years after
US President Barack Obama and his
then-secretary of state and likely
successor Hillary Clinton masterminded the toppling of longtime
ruler Muammar Qaddafi, at least
3,000 ISIS activists and by some
estimates as many as 6,000 have
established a secure operational
base in that country, too.
Toner predictably refused to
acknowledge that US policy supporting the toppling of Qaddafi had
been a mistake but he did at least
admit that more than four years
of anarchy since Qaddafi’s violent
death had allowed ISIS to securely
penetrate Libya, something terrorist groups never managed to
pull off during Qaddafi’s 42 years
of rule.
“I can say that we’ve seen elements of (ISIS) or (ISIS)-affiliated

groups spring up in Afghanistan,”
Toner said during the briefing. “I
mean, they look for ungoverned
spaces. There are parts of Pakistan
that are havens for some of these
terrorist organisations.”
And why had the same thing
happened in Libya? Toner put his
finger on the same reason there,
too: “Due to lack of a… unified government in Libya for some years
now, it has led to, as we talked
about, some of these ungoverned
spaces where groups like (ISIS) can
establish a foothold.”
At first glance, Toner’s points
seemed innocuous. After all, where
else would you expect ISIS to
establish itself but in “ungoverned
spaces” and “ungoverned places”?
But why exactly were those ungoverned spaces and ungoverned
places that way in the first place?
Why did they not exist in Libya and
Iraq while Qaddafi and Saddam

The mad repetition of
ancient crimes and crazed
fantasies continues
unabated.
Damaged buildings in Benghazi, on February 23rd.

The Islamic
State (ISIS)
has been
able to put
down roots
in Libya and
Afghanistan
because it
found areas
where the
writ of a
weak or
non-existent
government
did not run.

Hussein, tyrannical though they
both undoubtedly were, were still
alive?
The answer, of course, is simple
and clear: It was relentless American policymaking, the ceaseless
undermining of traditional governments and then their destruction
in the name of creating brave new
worlds of democracy, free markets
and a mythical “freedom” that
allowed previously marginal and
despised extremists to emerge and
metastasise in power and viciousness.
Nor is this unique to the Arab
world: We see the same phenomenon today in the Orthodox
Christian nation of Ukraine where,
a mere two years after a democratically elected constitutional government was toppled in a violent revolution to the enthusiastic applause
of the European Union and the
United States, neo-Nazi brigades
openly flaunt their infamous banners and wreak havoc in a vicious
civil war.
There is not the slightest chance
that Toner’s inadvertent words of
wisdom will convince him or anyone else in the Obama administration to change US policies. Indeed,
under Hillary Clinton or Marco
Rubio as president they could get
much worse.
The mad repetition of ancient
crimes and crazed fantasies continues unabated.
Martin Sieff is a senior fellow of the
American University in Moscow and
the author of Gathering Storm: The
Seventh Era of American History
and the Coming Crisis that will Lead
to It. (Amazon-Kindle, 2015).
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Pan-Arab and regional
institutions seriously
challenged

T

he Arab Maghreb Union (AMU), the regional grouping
that brings together the North African countries of
Morocco, Mauritania, Algeria, Tunisia and Libya,
celebrated its 27th anniversary in February. But the
turmoil that is gripping the whole Arab world has not
spared the Maghreb.
Founded in Marrakech on February 17th, 1989, the
AMU has had a hard time getting its act together. Aside from official
statements, there have been few reminders that a Maghrebi
integration process is supposedly under way.
A rare exception of tangible achievements was the establishment
in December of the Maghreb Bank for Investment and Foreign
Trade. Maghreb leaders approved the idea of the bank in 1991 but
only agreed to fund it in 2015, revealing a slow process that is more
indicative of the hurdles facing the bank than its ability to meet the
challenges the region faces.
The Maghreb is certainly a region of great potential: It has a
market of more than 85 million people and boasts 3% of global oil
reserves, 4% of the world’s natural gas and 50% of the planet’s
phosphates.
Not unlike the rest of the Arab world, it is a region in disarray. Its
five countries conduct most of their trade with the European
Union, not with each other. The share of inter-Maghrebi trade is no
more than 3%. Many consider the Maghreb to be the least integrated region in the world.
Another dubious distinction of the Maghreb is its unmatched 30%
rate of graduate youth unemployment. These two distinctions are
not unrelated.
According to many economists, costs incurred by Maghreb
countries because of their non-integration have been heavy: at
least 2-3 percentage points of gross national product (GNP) growth
are lost every year.
A better-integrated Maghreb “would help the region stand
against unfavourable external economic conditions and would
ultimately lead to more growth and jobs,” pleaded International
Monetary Fund (IMF) Managing Director Christine Lagarde.
For the last five years, the problems of the Maghreb have multiplied due to security challenges as Libya, a previous source of
investment and employment, has descended into chaos. For
political reasons, Moroccan-Algerian borders have been closed
since 1994 and the Sahara issue remains unresolved. It seems as if
working towards regional integration has ceased to be a priority.
The same disunity that is hindering the work of the AMU seems to
be inhibiting other pan-Arab institutions, including its principal
flagship organisation, the Arab League.
The next Arab League summit, which was supposed to take place
April 7th, has been cancelled.
“Amid the lack of important decisions and concrete initiatives to
submit to the heads of states, this summit will be just another
occasion to approve ordinary resolutions and to pronounce
speeches that give a false impression of unity,” a statement from
the Moroccan summit hosts said.
“Arab leaders cannot confine themselves, once more, to simply
analysing the bitter situation of divergences and divisions without
giving decisive responses,” it added.
In the middle of wars and other existential threats, it is not
surprising that pan-Arab and regional Arab institutions are at a
standstill. Dreams of integration and unity will have to wait for the
day the drums of war go silent.
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Syrian negotiations
have nothing to do
with Syria

W

hen will the
West realise
that the
Syrian peace
negotiations
have nothing
to do with Syria? In reality, they
Salam Sarhan
have much more to do with the
issue between Moscow and the
West over international sanctions imposed on Russia over
its role in the Ukraine crisis.
It is surprising that, until now,
everything that has emerged
from the various rounds of the
fruitless Syrian negotiations has
failed to refer to the main issue
that stands behind the military
escalation in the country.
The opposition is screaming about the Russian military
intervention while international
partners are preoccupied with
issuing demands, warnings and
threats. All the while, nobody
is dealing with the crux of the
matter.
The regional strategic balance
is one narrow strand for Moscow,
which is facing an unprecedented economic crisis.
The Russian ruble has lost 70%
of its value since the start of the
Ukraine crisis. That is just the
tip of the iceberg of its economic
and financial crises, due to the
Western sanctions, the isolation
from the global financial system
and the collapse of energy
prices.
All crises in the region have
escalated over the past few years
because of Iranian interventions
and exploitations. They should
have entered a stage of detente
with the passage of time, which
is only beginning to happen in
Iraq after the Iran nuclear deal.
Before the Russian
military intervention in
Russia will continue Syria, it seemed clear
that the international
to stoke the flames
community was going to
be more able to impose a
until the West lifts
solution to the Syrian crithe Ukraine-related sis following the nuclear
with Iran, as Tehran
economic sanctions. deal
would be fearful of the
resumption of sanctions.
But Moscow realised
that if the Syrian crisis
was resolved, the harsh sanctions that have been imposed on
the country will stay in place for

a very long time.
It looked very unlikely that
Russia would wake up one day
and decide, out of the blue, to
withdraw from the Crimea.
In the same manner the West
is very unlikely to decide to
lift Russian sanctions unless
Moscow meets the conditions
for this.

The fear is
that Syria
could remain
trapped
between the
two sides in
this new Cold
War until it
turns to ashes.
Therefore, the Kremlin realised that the sanctions looked
likely to remain in place, maybe
for decades. That is why Russia
decided to intervene in Syria and
turn the situation on its head
to use it as a bargaining chip to
have the sanctions lifted.
The course of events confirms
that Russia will seek to escalate
its offensive in Syria regardless
of the positions of the Syrian
opposition, the United States,
Europe and regional powers.
Even if the Syrian opposition
announced today that it was
ready to lay down arms and
meet all Damascus’s demands, it
would not be enough for Moscow. Russia will continue to
stoke the flames until the West
lifts the Ukraine-related economic sanctions.
There can be no solution to
Syria until Washington and
Europe realise that they must
find a solution to the Russian
sanctions. Moscow will remain
involved in the Syrian crisis
whatever the opposition and
others do, until it gets satisfaction over the sanctions issue.
With neither side likely to bow
to pressure, the fear is that Syria
could remain trapped between
the two sides in this new Cold
War until it turns to ashes.
Salam Sarhan is an Iraqi writer.
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Britain should not be complicit to Israel’s policies

I

n 2011, British Prime
Minister David Cameron
was asked what his country
could do to help end the
conflict over Kashmir. His
response: “I don’t want to
try to insert Britain in some
Atef Bseiso
leading role… when we are
responsible for the issue in the
first place.”
If Cameron is a leader who factors Britain’s colonial legacy into
his decision-making, then what
of his government’s position
regarding the Palestinians? Many
Palestinians would say Britain
has a special responsibility as
colonial administrator preceding
the Zionists’ success in 1948. It
was a former Conservative prime
minister — Arthur James Balfour
— whose name headed
the famous letter
The strategic
calling for a Jewish
partnership between
“national home” in
Palestine.
Israel and the United
The Balfour declaraKingdom is ostensibly tion would help the
transfer of millions of
predicated upon
Europeans to Arabmajority Palestine
mutual self-interest.
and the creation
of Israel through a
military campaign
of ethnic cleansing.
Many Palestinians living under
Israel’s brutal military occupa-

tion would say that successive
British governments since have
been complicit in Israel’s persistent violations of international
law, its illegal military occupation
of Palestinian lands, its colonial
expansion through the growth of
Jewish-only settlements, its siege
of the Gaza Strip and its policies
of segregation.
A report by the Campaign
Against Arms Trade identified $60 million of arms-export
licences to Israel granted to 130
British companies in 2014. The
report was released a few months
after the conclusion of Operation
Protective Edge, the assault on
Gaza that led to a huge number of
civilian casualties.
Following Israel’s 2008 offensive, the United Kingdom admitted that Israeli Defence Forces
equipment contained Britishmade components. In both
operations Israeli forces targeted
schools, hospitals, ambulances,
clinics, mosques, UN facilities,
media buildings and numerous
homes.
Since the introduction of Britain’s Prevent counter-extremism
strategy, schoolchildren have
reportedly been interrogated by
police for expressing solidarity
with Palestinians, some being
told they held terrorist views.

Cameron told a 2015 meeting
of the National Security Council:
“We have been a passively tolerant society, saying to our citizens:
‘As long as you obey the law, we
will leave you alone.’ It’s often
meant we have stood neutral
between different values… This
government will conclusively
turn the page on this failed approach.”
Certain policies of the current
government function to suppress
those opposed to the United
Kingdom’s complicity in the violation of human rights. On February 16th, Cabinet Office Minister
Matt Hancock visited Israel to announce that the United Kingdom
would bar the banning of Israeli
products, including those produced on illegally occupied West
Bank land. The move was viewed
as an attack on the growing Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
(BDS) movement, which seeks to
make Israel accountable for its
racist policies.
The Cabinet Office explained
the move by stating that “locally
imposed boycotts can… hinder
Britain’s export trade and harm
international relationship”.
The government appears wary
of alienating a valuable partner
amid great turmoil in the Middle
East, with its shifting geopoliti-

cal fault lines. The ban is understandable considering the ire
BDS has aroused in Israeli officials.
The strategic partnership
between Israel and the United
Kingdom is ostensibly predicated
upon mutual self-interest. In
2014 trade between the two countries hit an all-time high ($2.5
billion), despite widespread condemnation of the carnage Israel
wrought upon the Gaza Strip.
Westminster’s affinity to the
Zionist regime, however, and
its readiness to insulate Israel
from the consequences of its
neo-colonial oppression, leave
this Conservative government
in danger of falling on the wrong
side of history — as former prime
minister Margaret Thatcher did
in South Africa — for subsuming
the human rights and dignity of
Palestinians to a strategic and
economic convenience.
The question is: When states
complicit in colonial abuses move
to silence even the most limited
forms of peaceful resistance, who
can wonder why so many Palestinian children see no option but
violence?
Atef Bseiso, a Palestinian writer,
is an Arab Weekly contributor in
London.

Morocco weathers the storm

M

orocco’s strategic
response to the
Arab uprisings
received mixed
reviews. King
Mohammed VI
took the challenges head-on by
Jean AbiNader
promoting a new constitution,
having elections for a new
parliament to be led by the party
with the most seats and speaking
out often about the need for
citizen participation in governmental affairs.
He reiterated his commitment to
better education, more equitable
economic development and greater
personal and institutional freedoms.
Those who defend the regime say
this is part of a process that began
in the late 1990s with the installation of an opposition leader as
prime minister and recognition by
King Hassan II, the current king’s
father, that unchallenged royal
business as usual would not survive another decade. They blame
the slow pace on birthing pains of a
parliamentary democracy.
Moroccans are of two minds:
either the government has been
co-opted and remains too friendly
to the royal palace, slowing needed
reforms; or it is a conspiracy in
which a bit is given up here and
there to maintain stability but reforms that threaten existing power
centres are stalled. They point to
human rights abuses, negative
government responses to criticism
and lack of large-scale job creation
as failures.
The reality is fluctuating between
“the government is beholden to the
palace and won’t rock the boat”,
and “the king is a visionary who
supports and, indeed calls for,
more progress than is being made.”
So what can Morocco do and
what is the reality behind its
moderate and mostly successful
leadership in the
region?
Morocco has much to offer
Difficult points
of departure are
as a workshop in which
the redlines in
Moroccan disdemocratic and social
course: the mondevelopment challenges
archy, territorial
integrity (read the
are articulated.
Western Sahara/
South/Southern
provinces) and
Islam. Negative comments on
any of these have led to bloggers
being jailed and newspapers fined
and confiscated. How does Mo-

Moroccans demonstrating in Rabat on International Labour Day.
rocco’s handling of these core topics contribute to understanding the
debate of the country’s progress?
Let’s begin with the monarchy.
The king is the supreme head of the
country in terms of the military,
religious affairs and symbolic and
real leadership. He has given, under
the 2011 constitution, real powers
to parliament, which is evolving as
an institutional powerhouse.
There are areas in which intense
debates have taken place and the
media follow and stoke partisan
positions on all sides of issues. So,
while parliament might only get
a grade of C+ or C-, it is far more
decisive than any of its neighbours.
If member discourse matures as
parties become more serious players, parliament stands a chance of
becoming an engine for progress in
Morocco.
The king seems aware of what’s
going on. When the conservative
Istiqlal Party bolted from the initial
ruling coalition, Mohammed VI
refused to get into the squabble,
forcing the parties to come up with
solutions that allowed the government to go forward.
His speeches are inspirational
regarding his vision for Morocco,
its citizens and its future. He is,
on the other hand, quite direct, if

not hostile, to those who challenge
Morocco’s territorial integrity and
would damage its identity as a Muslim state.
Which brings us to the second
issue: the Sahara. A non-governmental organisation (NGO) in south
Morocco that is pro-independence
has been allowed to register and
Morocco remains steadfast in its
claim to the southern provinces,
committing billions of dollars to
its development. The Economic,
Social, and Environmental Council
(CESE) has taken a lead in economic development for the territory as
a model for Morocco’s “advanced
regionalisation”.
Observers note a level of heightened security in dealing with
outsiders such as human rights
organisations, European left-wing
politicians and NGOs with similar
orientations. This is a difficult challenge for the government that has
yet to balance safeguarding freedoms of speech and assembly with
implementing regionalisation.
Islam is a special category in Morocco’s heritage. As a descendent of
the Prophet Mohammad, the king
has special obligations towards the
religion. Some challenge critics of
the king’s religious role with the
query as to who is better able to do

this? Would they prefer an Iranianor Saudi-style religious domain?
The king’s promotion of Maliki Islam’s moderate principles,
his exemplary handling of issues
regarding the Jewish heritage of
Morocco and his continued interest
in the status of Jerusalem are only
some of Morocco’s assets when it
comes to Islam.
Much has been made of Morocco’s imam training programmes to
counter extremism and the king’s
promotion of women’s rights. Using
Islam as a touchstone for Morocco’s
progress illustrates the king’s
awareness of the sensitive ground
he treads.
Morocco has much to offer as
a workshop in which democratic
and social development challenges
are being articulated, refined and
implemented. How it succeeds
will depend largely on the king’s
ability to inspire parliament and
the Moroccan people to recognise
progressive steps. If parliament
takes advantage of the constitution
and builds an institutional foundation for government, Morocco will
succeed where others fail.
Jean AbiNader resides in the
Washington area and is a long-time
participant in US-Arab affairs.
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Syria’s
‘Self-Defence
Units’ make up for
military shortages
Younes Ahmed

Latakia

T

he Syrian government
has set up “Self-Defence
Units”, a force of reservists serving behind the
front lines to help the
Syrian Army address manpower
shortages caused by the high number of casualties over five years of
unrelenting fighting and the flight
of young men skipping compulsory
military service.
The Self-Defence Units’ main
mission is to reinforce government
control in areas recaptured from
the rebels. The new force, however, is also viewed as an attempt to
plant Alawite recruits, known for
their loyalty to the Assad regime,
in Sunni areas to prevent breaches
by rebels.

Recent regime gains
have made it
necessary to enlist
civilians to
contribute to
preserving security.
Mohran Abdel Razzak, an employee of the state-run Tobacco
Institute in Tartous in the mainly
Alawite province of Latakia, said
he joined the Self-Defence Units
to help protect his city. Soon after
completing his training, however,
he and 130 Alawite colleagues went
to Al-Waer in Homs, a Sunni province.
“I was granted a house that belonged to a displaced family and a
40-dunum (40,000 sq. metre) plot
of land to cultivate. Three months

since we have been in Al-Waer, we
were not asked to participate in
any security mission but we were
given facilities to work in agriculture with promises to receive more
land,” Abdel Razzak said.
Another 1,500 recruits from Tartous were transferred to Maan and
Souran, Sunni towns in Hama,
where they were given houses and
land in an apparent bid to encourage resettlement.
Salem Hamed, who worked at
the electricity company of Tartous,
moved his family to Souran in December. “The offer was too tempting. We were given a house and 25
dunums (25,000 sq. metres) of land
planted with pistachio trees,” he
said.
Officials say the Self-Defence
Units, consisting essentially of public servants and volunteers, are designed to guard newly recaptured
towns and man checkpoints to free
up regular Syrian Army units to
fight on the front lines against the
rebels.
Recruitment for the new force
started five months ago, as the
army, bolstered by Russian air
strikes, began regaining control of
towns and villages.
“Until the beginning of February, the units have attracted 15,770
volunteers, mostly among government employees, who have
received training under the direct
supervision of army officers,” a
source from the units’ command
said on condition of anonymity.
The recruits attend a one-week
training session during which they
learn how to fire weapons such as
rifles and machine guns and man
checkpoints, acting as a backup
force behind the front lines.
After graduating, the reservists
take over checkpoints from regular

Syrian volunteers take part in paramilitary training conducted by the Syrian army in al-Qtaifeh, 50
kms north of the capital Damascus, on February 22nd.
troops, who are then deployed to
the battlefields.
“It is the duty of all citizens to
participate in the defence of their
country during big crises, like is
happening in Syria today,” the
source said, arguing that most of
the force’s members are civil servants who are not actually in service
because a large number of government bodies have not been operating due to the war.
A security official, who asked for
anonymity, explained that recent
regime gains have made it necessary to enlist civilians to contribute
to preserving security.
“We do not want to repeat past
mistakes when the army’s rear lines
were left undefended and vulnerable to the enemy attacks. The SelfDefence Units are an innovative
way for protecting liberated areas
and prevent the occurrence of any
breach,” the official said. He said
in the past four months, the Syrian
Army has regained control over 170
towns and villages with an area of

2,000 sq. kilometres.
The regime’s forces, which have
seen serious manpower shortages
in recent months, have been relying
heavily on foreign troops, including
Lebanon’s Hezbollah, Afghan and
Iraqi militiamen as well as Iranian
servicemen, across the country.
The army officer in charge of
training recruits in a camp at AlDreij, west of Damascus, said they
are not trained to participate in actual fighting but fill the void when
the army moves on.
“They are tasked with strengthening control over the towns and
villages retaken by the military during their advance in order to maintain the size of the attacking troops
and not to waste any in securing
these areas,” said the officer, who
asked to be identified as “General
Samir”.
He said the units’ members who
work for the government will return to their public jobs once the
need for them has ceased. They get
an additional 50% above their ba-

sic salaries. Volunteers who do not
work in the public administration
receive a monthly compensation of
about $80.
Mahmoud Safadi, who was displaced from Harasta near Damascus, worked at a factory of the
Ministry of Industry in Douma in
rural Damascus before it was destroyed in the fighting. He said he
has joined the Self-Defence Units
because he has been “out of job” for
several years. “I hope this could be
a prelude to restore the army’s control over Harasta so I could return to
my home,” he said.
Labour Ministry employee Wissam Rammal had a different reason
for enlisting. “I am against participating in the war but I joined the
Self-Defence Units to avoid being
harassed or accused of taking sides
(with the rebels),” he said.
Younes Ahmed, a pseudonym
used for safety reasons, is an Arab
Weekly correspondent based in
western Syria.

Arabs v Kurds in northern Syria: Will history repeat itself?

View poi nt

Khalil Hamlo

M

ilitias from the
Kurdish People’s
Protection Units
(YPG) have taken
control of large
areas in Hasakah,
Raqqa and Aleppo governorates
in north-eastern Syria with the
help from the international
coalition, the Syrian Army and
Russian warplanes.
The areas involved are home to
a mix of Syrians, including Arabs
and Kurds, Muslims and Christians. In fact, Kurds are a minority
or non-existent in some of the
areas.
The takeover caused ethnic tensions but perhaps what truly broke
Arab-Kurd relations in northern
Syria was when units from the
mostly Kurdish Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF) took control of Tal
Rifaat and Deir Jamal, where Arabs
are the majority.
Not everyone was happy about
this turn of events. Arabs, Turkmen and even some Kurds, plus
factions from the Syrian opposition
who are not in conflict with the
Kurdish forces, protested loudly.

Some Syrians say that
SDF’s provocative actions
will result in years of
enmity between Arabs
and Kurds.

They see in the Kurds taking control of Tal Rifaat and changing its
name to Arvad as prologue to the
realisation of the Kurdish nationalists’ dream of a state of their own
in northern Syria — in disregard to
the feelings and opinions of the
rest of the Syrian people.
Some Syrians say that SDF’s
provocative actions will result in
years of enmity between Arabs and
Kurds.
If Arabs in the areas are putting
up with Kurdish control, it is because the Kurds have the support
of the international coalition and
Russia, allegedly because they are
fighting the Islamic State (ISIS).
A few months ago, during a
meeting between US Army officers
and Syrian opposition leaders in
southern Turkey, the US officers
asked opposition factions to take
the Kurds as allies to form a force

to fight ISIS. One of the participants in the meeting asked one of
the officers: “How can you ask us
to be allied with the Kurds when
they are dislodging our families
in Hasakah and Tal Abyad?” The
officer said the Kurds were “our
allies”.
The Kurds’ alliance with the
United States under the guise of
fighting ISIS gave them enough
drive to take control of large areas
in Hasakah and Raqqa where they
displaced the populations of many
Arab and Turkmen villages. These
displacements were all but denied
by Kurdish politicians and unit
leaders but documented by Amnesty International.
Some inhabitants of Hasakah
and Tal Abyad, who described the
Kurdish forces’ behaviour as “arrogant”, are regretting ISIS’s defeat.
Some are seeking to join ISIS forces

The Kurds
will face a
worse fate
at the hands
of the Syrian
Army if it
succeeds.

Fighters from the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) sit atop an armoured personnel
carrier on the outskirts of the town of Chaddade in the north-eastern Syrian
province of Hasakah, on February 19th.

out of spite.
Some Arabs say that the Kurds
are clearly pursuing the fulfilment
of a secession project, having succeeded in linking areas stretching
from Malikiyah to Kobane. They
only need to take a zone west of
the Euphrates to control territory
all the way to Afrin.
The disputed zone, however, will
sooner or later become the battleground between today’s brothersin-arms and allies. Many of the
inhabitants of the Arab zones are
joining Jaysh al-Thuwar (the Army
of Revolutionaries).
The Kurds will face a worse fate
at the hands of the Syrian Army if
it succeeds, with the help of Iran
and Russia, in recapturing northern
Syria. The regime will definitely
prevent the Kurds from monopolising power even in zones with a
Kurdish majority.
The Kurds face the risk of seeing
their limited US-supported plans
evaporate whether the regime or
other group gains control of the
country. They simply will not be
allowed to seize areas that do not
belong to them.
In short, they risk coming out
as the big losers in the Syrian war.
And here, history would repeat
itself. A century ago, the Kurds lost
after the demise of the Ottoman
empire and ended up empty-handed in the Sykes-Picot agreement.
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly. He has been
covering Syria since 1995.
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Ahrar al-Sham may hold the key to ending Syria war
Ed Blanche

Beirut

A

new rebel alliance has
emerged in northern
Syria to counter a massive scorched earth offensive by the Damascus regime that threatens to seize
control of the beleaguered city of
Aleppo, which was once Syria’s
largest city and commercial heart,
and score a major victory.
There have been countless
coalitions among the disparate
rebels — more than 1,500 different,
ever-shifting groups with combined strength of about 150,000
fighters — since the Syrian war began nearly five years ago.
These coalitions usually sprang
up out of tactical necessity when
Syrian President Bashar Assad’s
forces had the upper hand, rather
than due to a unity of purpose, and
most fell apart because of sectarian
or ideological differences.
But what makes this new alliance, named Jaish Halab (Army
of Aleppo), significant is that it is
headed by Ahrar al-Sham (Free
Men of Syria) — one of the most
powerful and disciplined of the
Syrian rebel groups — and has
drawn in nine other independent Islamist groups and moderate
groups linked to the US-backed
Free Syrian Army.

It has an estimated
strength of 20,000
fighters, although
the group claims the
number is higher.
The new alliance is commanded
by high-profile veteran commander Hashem al-Sheikh, who led Ahrar al-Sham in 2014-15.
Ahrar al-Sham emerged from
Jabhat al-Nusra, which is al-Qaeda’s Syrian wing, and has been
shunned by the United States and
others because of its jihadist origins.
Yet Ahrar al-Sham may hold the
key to securing a political settlement to end the worst and most
complex conflict in the Middle
East in generations.
The group refused to attend
the recent ill-fated Geneva peace

talks brokered by the United Nations. However, political analysts
say that reformists within Ahrar
al-Sham, which unlike most jihadist groups sees itself primarily as a
Syrian nationalist front rather than
a transnational jihadist organisation, are gaining the upper hand
over more extremist elements.
Hashem al-Sheikh is important
because he has long argued that
Ahrar al-Sham should break with
al-Nusra as its allegiance to al-Qaeda has harmed the Syrian revolution.
Many see Ahrar al-Sham as an
Islamist rebel group that could capably participate in a post-Assad
transition.
The group was formed in 2011,
mainly by Syrian al-Nusra prisoners freed by the regime soon after
the anti-Assad revolution erupted. It has an estimated strength
of 20,000 fighters, although the
group claims the number is higher.
The original leadership was
largely wiped out in a September
9, 2014, bombing of a meeting at
the group’s headquarters in Idlib
province. Hassan Abboud, then its
paramount leader, was killed along
with more than 40 others.
It is not clear whether the attack
was mounted by a rival group or
stemmed from internal divisions
over the group’s future but that is
when Sheikh took over and, since
then, moderates and pragmatists within the organisation have
steered it in a new direction.
Ahrar al-Sham’s current position
results from the shifting ideological mosaic among the multitude
of rebel factions in recent months.
Some of the larger groups, such as
Ahrar al-Sham and Jaysh al-Islam
(Army of Islam), have softened
their fundamentalist policies amid
moves towards political transition
in Syria.
This was accelerated by Russia’s
armed intervention in September
2015 to aid Assad’s foundering regime and the subsequent boost in
support by the United States and
Saudi Arabia for so-called moderate rebel factions that gathered
momentum in October.
These days, there is a feeling
that if the Americans and their allies wish to salvage any hope of
gaining the diplomatic initiative to
steer Syria’s rebel groups towards a
political settlement while bolster-

A 2015 file picture shows rebel fighter from the Ahrar al-Sham group using a rangefinder to monitor
the movement of Syria government aeroplanes in the southern countryside of Idlib.
ing the fight against the Islamic
State (ISIS), al-Qaeda’s savage rival, they must grasp the nettle of
dealing with Ahrar al-Sham.
Charles Lister of the Brookings
Doha Center in Qatar, who since
2014 has engaged the leaders of
more than 100 Syrian rebel groups
in face-to-face meetings, said alNusra’s leader, a Syrian known as
Mohammed al-Jolani, is willing to
revoke his allegiance to al-Qaeda’s
leader, the veteran Egyptian jihadist Anwar al-Zawahiri.
“Ahrar al-Sham is a complicated
movement, to say the least,” Lister
observed in a recent interview following the publication of his book,
The Syrian Jihad: Al-Qaeda, the Islamic State and the Evolution of an
Insurgency in November.
Lister contends that Ahrar alSham “has emerged as arguably
the most powerful armed opposition group in Syria, both politically
and militarily” and acknowledges

it “has a tight working relationship
with Nusra on the ground.” But it
has been displaying a moderate
side. Hashem al-Sheikh has even
publicly criticised al-Nusra’s alQaeda’s ties.
“Ahrar al-Sham continues to
push for Jolani to break his bayat —
his allegiance — to al-Qaeda,” Lister
observed. “This issue has become
the pivotal point of contention
within current discussions over the
possibility of Nusra merging with a
new grand Islamist armed opposition group in northern Syria…
“I heard from very reliable
sources that there’s now a 50-50
chance that Jolani may be willing
to cease his allegiance to al-Qaeda
in order to secure the grand merger. I remain sceptical — whether
Jolani would do it, and even if so,
whether that would practically
change anything with regard to his
ideology — but the very fact that
it’s still up discussion is highly sig-

nificant.”
Amid the US-led air campaign
against ISIS, the Americans’ primary enemy in Syria, “Ahrar alSham and al-Nusra are creeping
closer and closer to international
respectability. Robert Ford, the
last US ambassador to Damascus
who has campaigned for more US
backing for rebel groups, has urged
Washington to “open up channels
for dialogue” with Ahrar al-Sham.
In a November 2015, interview
by Aron Lund, a Syria specialist at
the Carnegie Middle East Centre
in Beirut, Lister observed that Ahrar al-Sham “has benefited from
serious and sustained sources of
financing and political backing,
principally from Turkey and Qatar”.
Its “regional supporters are determined to make it the main player of significance and even Saudi
Arabia appears on board with some
of this.”

Are the winds blowing in Assad’s favour?

View poi nt

Dominique
Roch

V

isitors to Damascus
who recently met
with Syrian President Bashar Assad
said they found a
man in a buoyant
mood, conveying a feeling that his
political and military prospects
had definitely improved thanks to
the Russian military intervention
that began five months ago.
“The big boss”, as some visitors
call him, implied in a recent interview that he wants to regain full
control of his country. The regime
currently controls the “useful territory”, meaning Damascus, the central cities of Homs and Hama, parts
of Aleppo in addition to the coastal
area where the regime’s stronghold
lies — the cities of Latakia, Tartus
and the Alawite mountains.
Clearly the winds are blowing
in Assad’s favour, say insiders
familiar with the Damascus political scene, arguing that the Syrian
president has scored significant
points.

The picture is not as rosy
as it might look from
the heights of the Syrian
presidential palace.

“First of all, Bashar is no more
‘The Problem’. To the Turks, it is
the Kurds who are. To the US, the
problem is ISIS. As for the Jordanians, they want mainly safe borders
with Syria and the resumption
of trade with Lebanon,” said an
insider, requesting anonymity.
As a further proof of “the big
boss” acumen, a person in proBashar circles underlines that “he
has managed to drag Russia into
the conflict, which is essentially
pitting Russia against Turkey”.
In Damascus, Assad is credited
with boosting the morale of his
army, which has received new
tanks and surface-to-air missiles.
But the picture is not as rosy as
it might look from the heights of
the Syrian presidential palace in
Mezzeh.
According to Fabrice Balanche,
an associate professor at the University of Lyon and visiting fellow
at the Washington Institute for
Near East Policy, it will be difficult
for Assad to regain full control of
the country.
“Turkey and Saudi Arabia will
keep backing the rebellion. As for
the Kurds, they want their autonomy and the Russians promised
them they would get it,” Balanche
said.
Russians need the help of Kurdish fighters to achieve one of the
Kremlin’s main goals — shutting

borders with Turkey to disrupt passage and supply lines for anti-Assad
rebels.
Balanche sees the regime “regaining areas in the country from
Aleppo to Deraa, in addition to
areas of autonomy… managed by
Kurds and by local war chieftains
who will pledge loyalty to Damascus while being autonomous on the
ground”.
The regime and its allies will focus on “surrounding and eliminating rebel pockets in Aleppo, around
Damascus and Rastan as well as on
shutting the Turkish border in the
Idlib governorate to cut the supply
lines of the rebellion”, he said.
Balanche said the target is the
same at the Syrian-Jordanian
border, adding that confronting the
Islamic State (ISIS) would be for a
later stage.
Militarily, the Russians are running the show. They define the
strategy, draw the plans, make
the decisions, coordinate with the
various allied warring groups and
provide cruise missiles and aerial
support on all fronts.
Experts reckon that the Syrian
army with its 120,000 troops is
“tired and that the Alawite community has been drained”.
According to Balanche, it is difficult to find recruits and all the
fighting is done by Iranian-backed
militias whose number is “difficult

The Syrian
army with
its 120,000
troops is
“tired and
the Alawite
community
has been
drained”.

to assess, though it is believed to be
by the tens of thousands”.
“But the Syrian Army is united
contrary to the rebels, who are
divided, and that makes all the
difference,” he noted. The Syrian
Army, which is in a defence mode,
could, however, throw in a military
offensive with up to 20,000 troops
if needed.
To Balanche, Assad “can rely on
one-third of the population who
is pro-Assad or who backs him for
lack of other options. This is the
case of minorities, the bourgeoisie
and secular segments. Another
third wants peace and if Assad can
bring it to them, then they will back
him. The last third is outwardly
against Assad but most of those
have sought refuge outside the
country.
“Restoring peace will give him
legitimacy in the country. He is also
relying on the army and the paramilitary that are fighting for him.”
Still, peace in Syria is far-fetched.
Balanche predicted violence to
reach new heights in 2016 as Turkey and Saudi Arabia “are enraged
against Assad”, though it is not
clear what both countries could do
without US backing for a military
offensive inside Syria.
Dominique Roch is a regular
analyst and special correspondent
for The Arab Weekly.
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Yemen war undermines economy
Mohamad Abou Kassem

Sana’a

M

ohammad Mouthanna, 27, stands in a
long queue along
with tens of others
waiting with empty
butane cylinders in front of a refill
centre on Northern 60th Street in
western Sana’a. Mouthanna, who
has two cylinders, says he is there
to refill them for another person in
return for a small fee.
He started doing this “job” on
weekdays after the Saudi-led Arab
alliance launched its air military
campaign against Houthi militants
in March 2015.
The war, raging in several Yemeni
governorates, worsened living conditions in one of the poorest Arab
countries. Butane and oil products
are increasingly hard to find and
expensive. Prices of food and other
consumer goods have skyrocketed.
“I lost my job at a travel and
tourist agency, which shut down
and laid off all its employees,
and I could not find another job,”
Mouthanna said. “Three months
ago, someone offered me to stand
in queue to fill butane cylinders for
him in return for 2,000 riyals ($7).
I said yes and I started doing this
job.”
Before the war, more than half
of Yemen’s population lived in
extreme poverty (less than $1.90
a day) and more than half of the
youth were unemployed, the World
Bank says. These numbers have increased and more than 20 million
Yemenis — 82% of the population
— are considered poor.
Although the money Mouthanna
makes is not commensurate with
his long wait in imminent danger

of bombings and extreme weather,
he is happy to be making it.
Other young men, such as Moukhtar Qassem, 22, found jobs as
street petrol vendors in Sana’a,
which is under blockade by the
Arab coalition.
Qassem, a refugee from Taiz governorate, spends 12 hours every day
selling petrol barrels and bottles of
various sizes at the main entrance
to the University of Sana’a, he says.
“I get food, water and 1,000 riyals
($3.50) every day selling petrol.
The money goes to my family back
home because I am its only bread
earner.” Qassem’s father was one of
the more than 2,200 civilians who
have died in the war.

The war has taken a
severe toll on
Yemen’s economy,
with its gross
domestic product
shrinking 28.1% in
2015.
International aid organisations
have lambasted the blockade, ostensibly imposed to stop weapons
shipments from Iran to the Houthis. The World Food Programme
has accused the coalition of stopping a relief ship from reaching the
port city of Hodeida.
Oil products are hard to find in
stations authorised by the government-owned Yemen Oil and Gas
Corporation. Instead, importers
sell their shipments to intermediaries for resell to consumers.
This created a black market in
which petrol sells for $26 per 20 litres; triple the official price. Tankers parked along roadsides sell
most of the imported oil products
directly to Yemenis.

Jamil el-Hashedi, a taxi driver,
relies on these supplies. “I fill my
car from these tankers in order to
avoid stopping work for days while
waiting for my turn at petrol stations,” he said.
If black market supplies were
unavailable, he would be obliged
to queue for petrol at a station,
sometimes for several days. “In
this event, I would take turns with
another person in return for 2,000
riyals per day,” Hashedi said.
The war has taken a severe toll
on Yemen’s economy, with its gross
domestic product shrinking 28.1%
in 2015, the International Monetary Fund said. The country’s oil
production was 70,000 barrels
per day (bpd) in 2015, down from
111,000 bpd in 2014 and 190,000
bpd in 2011, according to the UN
Economic and Social Commission
for Western Asia. As a result, oil
revenues dropped to $70 million in
2015 from $4.5 billion in 2014 and
$7.7 billion in 2011.
“It is possible that soon there
will be no oil revenues in Yemen
because there are no investments
in the oil sector, not to mention
the damage inflicted on it by armed
competing tribes and factions,”
economist Rashid Haddad said.
He said inflation — 30% in 2015
— will increase with declining riyal
exchange rates and shrinking foreign reserves at the central bank.
“Who still lives in Yemen?” he
asks. “Those who cannot afford to
flee or those who are profiteering
from the war. The overwhelming
majority is paying heavily for having to live in very bad economic
conditions.”
Mohamad Abou Kassem, a
pseudonym used for security
reasons, is a reporter based in
Sana’a.

Yemenis queue for a whole day to fill a gas canister amid high
shortage caused by restrictions on imports.

Saudi offer of troops in Syria may not be so ‘irreversible’
View poi nt

Harvey
Morris

M

ilitary units from
20 predominantly
Muslim countries
began assembling
in Saudi Arabia in
mid-February for
what was billed as the Gulf
region’s biggest military exercise.
The stated purpose of the Operation Northern Thunder exercises,
announced just days before, was to
send a clear message demonstrating that the kingdom and its allies
in the Middle East, Africa and Asia
“stand united in confronting all
challenges and preserving peace
and stability in the region”, according to the official Saudi Press Agency (SPA).
The announcement came hard
on the heels of a statement by
Brigadier-General Ahmed Asiri, a
Saudi military spokesman, that the
kingdom had taken an “irreversible
decision” to send ground troops to
Syria to fight the Islamic State (ISIS).
ISIS might well be the nominal
military target of any such intervention but the underlying diplomatic
objective of the new Saudi mode
was to put pressure on the US administration.
Riyadh’s frustration at Washington’s reluctance to make a bigger
commitment to intervention in
Syria, beyond conducting air strikes
against ISIS, has grown in the face
of the mounting engagement of
Russia in the conflict on the side of
President Bashar Assad’s regime in

Since the accession of
King Salman, Saudi Arabia
has displayed a more
aggressive position on
regional affairs.

Damascus.
The prospect of such a Saudi military initiative provoked dire warnings from Moscow of the risks that
Saudi “adventurism” would provoke a wider war, as well as ridicule
from the kingdom’s regional rival,
Iran, which dismissed the threat to
send in troops as a bluff by Riyadh.
Even some of Saudi Arabia’s
friends were unenthusiastic. Sameh
Shoukry, the foreign minister of
Egypt, which is taking part in the
Northern Thunder exercises, said
Saudi intervention would be a
unilateral decision and that Cairo
would continue to focus on supporting moves towards a diplomatic
solution to the war.
US President Barack Obama’s administration, meanwhile, politely
welcomed the contribution that
Saudi Arabia might choose to make
to enhance coalition efforts to contain ISIS. But it expressed no inclination to be pressured by the Saudis, or indeed Washington’s NATO
partner Turkey, into a more robust
response that could lead to direct
conflict with the Assad regime or its
Russian ally.
Riyadh was soon rowing back,
stressing that any Saudi initiative
would be limited and would be

strictly in the context of the US-led
coalition’s strategy against ISIS.
During a visit to Morocco, Saudi
Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir said:
“There is a discussion with regard
to a ground force contingent, or a
special forces contingent, to operate in Syria by this international
US-led coalition against ISIS and
the kingdom of Saudi Arabia has
expressed its readiness to provide
special forces to such operations
should they occur.”
That conditional statement appeared to fall short of an “irreversible decision” to commit ground
forces and reflected the caution and
conservatism of traditional Saudi
foreign policy, which has generally
ruled out unilateral action, particularly on the military front.
In the year since the accession of
King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud,
however, Saudi Arabia has displayed a more aggressive and activist position on regional affairs. It has
become increasingly bogged down
in the Yemen civil war, in which it
first intervened within months of
Salman becoming king.
The Yemen quagmire, which Riyadh sees as part of its proxy conflict with Iran, is one reason cooler
heads in Saudi Arabia might be

The kingdom
of Saudi
Arabia has
expressed
its readiness
to provide
special
forces
to such
operations
should they
occur.

Troops participating in joint military exercises in Hafr Al-Batin, near Saudi
Arabia’s border with Iraq, on February 16th.

questioning the wisdom of a further
military intervention in Syria.
Like many recent initiatives, the
idea for creating an anti-terror alliance of Sunni states came from the
30-year-old deputy crown prince
and defence minister, Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz.
Asiri, who announced the decision
to commit forces to Syria, is the
prince’s military adviser.
As to the impenetrable nature of
decision-making within the House
of Saud, it is impossible to say how
much support there is for a more
activist stance in foreign affairs.
Among commentators who have
detected tension among the leadership, Simon Henderson of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy,
a Middle East think-tank, recently
wrote: “Few doubt the intense rivalry in the House of Saud between
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Nayef
bin Abdulaziz, and Deputy Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman, respectively the notional intended
successor and successor-in-waiting
to the ageing King Salman.”
He suggested that “along with
the sense that Saudi military capabilities are being stretched, a growing perception holds that the MbN
(Nayef) versus MbS (Salman) tensions are unsustainable within the
Saudi power structure”.
Jubeir’s recent clarification on
the terms of any Saudi intervention
in Syria, along with Riyadh’s pragmatic decision to agree with Russia to freeze oil production levels
to reverse international crude price
falls, may be an indication that the
pragmatists are in the ascendancy,
however temporarily.
Harvey Morris has worked in the
Middle East for many years and
written several books, including
No Friends but the Mountains:
The Tragic History of the Kurds
published in 1993.
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Falluja Sunni tribes rise up but ISIS reasserts authority
Omar Hejab

Baghdad

T

he Islamic State (ISIS) reasserted its authority over
Iraq’s jihadist bastion of
Falluja following a rebellion by Sunni tribesmen
that had signalled critical resistance to the militants’ two-year rule
over the city.
ISIS detained up to 200 men after the fighting ended late February
20th, officials and residents said,
pointing to growing fears that the
militants would punish those suspected of taking part in the brief
show of defiance.
“It’s the worst time for Daesh in
Falluja,” Colonel Mahmoud al-Jumaili, commander of the Popular
Mobilisation Forces in Falluja, told
The Arab Weekly, using ISIS’s Arabic acronym.
“The rebellion made ISIS nervous and we’re concerned that it will
commit atrocities in Falluja by executing the detainees.”
Anxiousness spread to inside Falluja, where a tribesman told The
Arab Weekly via social media that
residents appealed to Iraq’s Shiadominated central government in
Baghdad for a quick military intervention to prevent a “bloodbath”
in Falluja. Government officials declined to comment.
“If the army doesn’t support us,
we will be slaughtered quietly,” said
Majeed al-Juraisi, whose al-Juraisat
tribe led the two-day revolt.

A concentrated and
sustained uprising
poses a significant
threat to the
estimated 400
jihadists in Falluja.
Clashes spearheaded by three
Sunni Arab tribes in Falluja, 50km
west of Baghdad, and, along with
Mosul, one of two major Iraqi cities in the north controlled by ISIS,
marked an uprising that threatened
the jihadists’ continued existence
in the city, residents told The Arab
Weekly by telephone.
A concentrated and sustained uprising poses a significant threat to

the estimated 400 jihadists in Falluja, a city in the vast western Iraqi
desert province of Anbar, which is
home to many Sunni Arab tribes
critical of the Baghdad government.
Successive Iraqi governments,
dominated by rival Shias, ostracised Sunnis on the grounds that
many were insurgents or former
members of Iraq’s disbanded Arab
Ba’ath Socialist Party of dictator
Saddam Hussein. Sunni Arab tribesmen from Anbar province played
a key role in driving back al-Qaeda
in Iraq after joining forces with US
troops in 2006.

The Juraisats
planned the
operations,
collected the
weapons and
enlisted fighters.
The uprising against ISIS marked
a turning point in the relationship
between some Sunni tribes who
had once welcomed the jihadists
into Falluja and other cities as a
means to exact revenge on Baghdad.
However,
Falluja
residents
played down the allegiance factor,
saying only a handful of tribesmen
backed ISIS and that, in general, the
city feared the militants who killed
scores of opponents and were brutal rulers.
“Those who dared speak out
against them were executed,” said
Yousef al-Mahamda, 32, a tribesman fighting militants in Falluja.
He said: “ISIS’s days are numbered in Falluja. They ruined our
lives, stole our wealth and drove us
to absolute poverty and complete
despair.”
Mahamda and other residents
said the uprising was led by al-Juraisat tribe and included the Mahamdas and the al-Halabsas, adding that the Juraisats planned the
operations, collected the weapons
and enlisted fighters.
The February 19th shoot-out in
Falluja pitted some 1,000 fighters from three tribes against ISIS.
Fighting broke out between tribesmen and ISIS members called alHesba, who are responsible for
enforcing a strict version of Islam,

A 2015 file picture shows Iraqi Sunni fighters resting after a fight against Islamic State (ISIS) militants
in Diyala province.
Mahamda said.
Outside Falluja, the Iraqi Army
launched aerial attacks and pounded districts with missiles from
tanks, an Iraqi army colonel said.
He insisted on anonymity, citing
standing regulations that bar him
from speaking to the media.
Iraqi police said fighting intensified in central and northern Falluja,
where tribesmen torched an ISIS
checkpoint on the outskirts of a
northern district.
The fight began in Al-Jolan on the
north-western side of the city and
spread to Nazzal in its centre and
Al-Askari on the eastern side, the
colonel explained.
Mahamda said the battle indicates growing tensions resulting
from increasingly difficult living
conditions caused by Falluja’s iso-

lation by the Iraqi Army. Anbar
Governor Sohaib al-Rawi said the
situation “has reached a state of
famine”.
An estimated 120,000 people are
trapped in Falluja.
There were various accounts on
how the fighting started. Some residents said it began after Al-Hesba
accused a woman in al-Nizaiza market in central Falluja of “misconduct”, allegedly for failing to cover
her hands with gloves.
Sheikh Majeed al-Juraisi, a leader
of the Al-Juraisat tribe, said tribesmen seized part of Al-Jolan and
urged the Baghdad government
and security forces to help in the
fight.
Citing
intelligence
information, the Interior Ministry said the
clashes began as a fight between al-

Juraisat tribesmen and the Hesba in
al-Nizaiza market. It escalated into
a shoot-out and the Mahamdas and
the Halabasa backed Juraisat fighters, the ministry said.
ISIS took control of Falluja in
June 2014, when the Iraqi Army capitulated in several cities during an
intense ISIS attack.
Tribesmen have played a key role
in holding the jihadists back in multiple areas, including Haditha in
Anbar, Amerli in Salaheddin province and Dhuluiyah in Diyala.
Omar Hejab, a pseudonym used for
safety reasons, is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Iraq.
Jamal J. Halaby, Levant editor,
contributed to this report.
Information from Agence
France-Presse was also included.

Iraq reforms on back burner as Abadi weighs options
Muhanad al-Hussam

Baghdad

W

hen hundreds of
thousands of Iraqis poured into the
streets in the summer of 2015 demanding better living conditions,
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi quickly launched reforms.
Abadi’s initial steps included disposing of political adversaries in
and outside government, vowing
improved services and infrastructure and paying closer attention to
pocketbook issues that worry Iraqis.
However, Abadi’s options are limited in the face of strong opposition
by conservatives in parliament and
the country’s powerful Shia religious parties, who fear change may
erode their new clout in the country
after decades of being sidelined under Sunni dictator Saddam Hussein.
Trouble also looms from falling
oil prices, which decreased revenues needed to shore up Iraq’s
sluggish economy, revamp the poor
health care and education systems
and provide stable electricity services to Iraq’s 34 million citizens.
“No doubt, there are parties and
individuals whose interest will be
at stake, if real reforms were implemented,” Sunni lawmaker Hamid
al-Mutlaq said. “There are people
who are involved in corruption or
are abusing their power and they
will spare no effort to foil Abadi’s

Iraqi security forces close a bridge leading to the heavily guarded
Green Zone during a demonstration in Baghdad on February 19th.
reforms.”
The latest move by Abadi was a
call for a cabinet reshuffle to bring
in technocrats to replace ministers
appointed on the basis of political
affiliations in line with promised
reforms. Many of the ministers are
protected by ethnic and religious
parties dominating parliament.
Political groups responded defiantly. The powerful Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq, comprising
influential religious Shia clergy who
hold 31 seats in the 328-member
legislature, said in a mid-February
statement that Abadi was the “only
one who should be replaced by a
technocrat prime minister”. Parliament Speaker Salim al-Jubouri,

from the Sunni Islamic Party, said
there could be no cabinet reshuffle
without parliament’s approval.
The reform push comes as Baghdad faces serious challenges that include security deterioration caused
by sectarianism, widespread corruption, disputes with Kurds seeking to split away from Iraq and
dwindling state revenues due to
low oil prices.
Insufficient funds are the most serious problem. Iraq, which sits atop
the world’s second largest proven
oil reserves, heavily depends on
revenues from the sale of petroleum. It has been hit hard by the
steep drop in oil prices and some
experts suggest that Iraq is selling

cheap oil outside the Organisation
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to help make up for the
cash shortfall.
The dwindling reserves coincide
with a costly war in which the Iraqi Army is battling to drive out the
Islamic State (ISIS) militants from
Iraqi lands they seized in the past
two years.
Parliament approved an $88 billion budget for 2016 based on oil
prices estimated at $45 per barrel.
Current prices are in the $30-$35 per
barrel range. A deficit of $20 billion
is projected. The budget could also
be undermined by a lack of expected funds from the sale of oil from
two major oilfields in northern Iraq
— Bay Hassan and Kirkuk.
With the Kurds having their own
financial crunch, they are exporting large quantities of oil from those
fields without sharing the revenues
with the government in Baghdad,
abandoning a 2015 bilateral agreement. So far, measures taken by
Abadi to reduce corruption and government expenditure are seen as insufficient. He cancelled six posts of
vice-presidents and deputy prime
ministers. The three vice-presidents, including his former prime
minister Nuri al-Maliki, an influential Shia politician, however, claim
that Abadi’s move against them is
unconstitutional.
Baghdad-based economic analyst Khamis al-Dulaimi said Abadi
has been avoiding dealing with and
stopping inefficient or corrupt min-

isters, who are backed by powerful
political parties. Many top officials
and cabinet ministers are suspected of being involved in corruption,
ranging from money laundering,
spending on non-existent projects
and funnelling state funds to their
parties. “No one should think that
powerful parties are ready to give in
on the privileges they enjoy under
such a weak government,” Dulaimi
said. Clearly, Abadi is well-aware of
this.

“It is the religious
parties and sectarian
politicians who
brought the disaster
to us.”
In remarks made in late 2015, he
predicted he might lose his life if he
were to continue with the reforms.
Baghdad resident Akram Aziz
said: “It is the religious parties and
sectarian politicians who brought
the disaster to us. The prime minister should stop all the groups that
are above the law.”
Another Baghdad resident Hussein Aoun said Iraq was “in need
for a strong statesman to clean up
the mess, someone who is different
from [one] who gives a lot of promises with very little actions”.
Muhanad al-Hussam, a pseudonym
used for safety reasons, is an Iraqi
journalist who has covered Iraq for
17 years.
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ISIS, Syria dominate Obama talks with Jordan’s king
Rasha Elass

Washington

A

diplomatic solution to
the crisis in Syria and a
focus on the fight against
the Islamic State (ISIS)
are priorities for Jordan
and its role as a regional ally of the
United States, Jordan’s King Abdullah II said after meeting with US
President Barack Obama in Washington.
“We’re all supportive of what [US
Secretary of State] John Kerry and
[Russian Foreign Minister] Sergei
Lavrov are doing as part of a political process but at the same time
making sure that the second part of
that dimension is the fight against
ISIS… I think that both elements
are complementary to each other,”
King Abdullah said after a one-hour
meeting with Obama on February
24th.
He was referring to high-level
negotiations between Moscow and
Washington to broker a ceasefire in
Syria, due to begin February 27th.
Obama sounded cautious in his
remarks about the ceasefire, focusing instead on what he described as
small victories against ISIS.
“We have seen progress in pushing back against ISIS in territory
both in Iraq and now in some portions of Syria,” said Obama.
The United States has led a coalition carrying out air strikes against
ISIS positions in Syria, attacks that
have forced some retreats by the
terrorist organisation.

“We have seen
progress in pushing
back against ISIS in
territory both in Iraq
and now in some
portions of Syria,”
said Obama.
Jordan is home to more than
600,000 UN-registered Syrian refugees and tens of thousands of nonrefugee-status Syrians who fled the
war. Jordan has been criticised for
the harsh desert conditions in the
Zaatari refugee camp, situated on

Jordan’s King Abdullah II (L) and US President Barack Obama during their meeting at the White House in Washington, on February 24th.
Jordan’s border with Syria, where
most of the registered refugees reside.
Jordanian authorities have eased
restrictions on the movement of
refugees, allowing many to integrate into the country’s economy
and leave the camp at will.
Jordan has also been strained by
the spillover from Syria’s war as it
struggles to share its overstretched
medical and education resources
with hundreds of thousands of desperate Syrians.
Critics of the kingdom say there
is little evidence that the billions of
dollars given to Amman since the
Syria crisis began to cope with the
spillover have been well spent.
“It seems the money disappears
after it arrives in Jordan because

we see very little infrastructure
improvement for either Jordanian
citizens or Syrian refugees,” said
a scholar who has spent time in
Amman since the Syria crisis. The
scholar spoke to The Arab Weekly
on condition of anonymity due to
the sensitivity of the matter.
Critics also lament that the kingdom may have been too relaxed
early in the Syrian conflict when it
was allegedly allowing jihadists to
travel through to Syria from Gulf
countries, an allegation Amman
denies.
Abdullah has repeatedly said his
country needs more international
support to cope with the refugee
crisis, which has worsened since
Russian air strikes began in September. The European Union prom-

ised Jordan about $2 billion in aid
but the United States remains the
largest single country donor, with
$1 billion per year designed to help
Jordan deal with the humanitarian
crisis and the fight against ISIS.
Jordan is among a handful of Arab
countries joining the US-led air
campaign against ISIS. In December
2014, ISIS captured Jordanian pilot
Muath al-Kasasbeh after his F-16
crashed and later released footage
of him being burned alive, sparking
international outrage and leading
Jordan to execute a female al-Qaeda
operative who had been in Jordanian police custody for years.
Asked about immediate next
steps for aiding in the diplomatic
solution in Syria, Abdullah said he
was pinning his hopes on Russia

and the United States securing a
ceasefire between Syrian troops and
rebels in the areas closest to Jordan.
“Specifically, obviously to the
southern part of Syria… can we get a
ceasefire going into the south alongside our border as part of a building
block of the political process that
helps move the politics of this issue
forward between the regime and
opposition forces?” he added.
“Because at the end of the day,
Daesh is the enemy for all of us.
And we’ll have to see how things
are moving between the two foreign
ministers,” said King Abdullah, referring to ISIS by its Arabic acronym.
Rasha Elass is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

Jordan blighted by ISIS threat, economic woes
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

R

ecent events should
constitute a sobering
wake-up call to anyone
who had doubts about
the extent of the Islamic
State’s threat to Jordan.
Jordanian border patrols killed
12 men and wounded others who
were attempting to infiltrate from
Syria on January 23rd. The casualties were among 36 armed men
hauling more than 2 million narcotic pills into the kingdom.
Officials declined to say whether
the men were Islamic State (ISIS)
militants but pointed clearly in
that direction, calling them “terrorists”.

The country is in
political disarray
having 23 splintered
political parties with
diverse ideologies.
A month earlier, Jordanian
patrols at the Syrian border exchanged gunfire with a group of infiltrators said to be affiliated with
ISIS. In previous months, there
were many similar attempts in
which Jordanian troops detected,
arrested or killed scores of infiltrators, also said to be ISIS jihadists.
ISIS regards Jordan’s government as an “unbeliever” and regu-

larly denounces it for its ties with
Israel and the United States. The
group has released several statements threatening Jordan’s moderate ruler, King Abdullah II, and
vowed to topple the monarchy.
To prove it makes good on its
threats, ISIS burned alive a Jordanian Air Force lieutenant in a cage
in January 2015, days after his jetfighter was downed over Syria and
he was captured.
Over Jordan’s eastern border in
Iraq, ISIS controls various cities in
the vast desert province of Anbar.
Jihadists, only about 70km east of
the Jordanian border, have repeatedly attempted attacks on the Iraqi
side of the border post.
In Syria to the north, a Jordan-backed and US-trained and
equipped force of “moderate” Syrian tribesmen, called the Southern
Front, forms a buffer between the
kingdom and ISIS as well as other
militants, such as al-Qaeda-linked
Jabhat al-Nusra.
“ISIS exists everywhere,” Jordanian political analyst Labib Kamhawi said. “It’s more like a myth
that is entrenched in the hearts
and minds of many young people,
frustrated by the lack of opportunities and have nothing to lose if
they adopt the fanatics’ doctrine.”.
But the near future looks bleak.
Economically, Jordan is faced
with dire economic conditions
caused by overspending and foreign borrowing to cope with an
influx of 1.3 million Syrian and
300,000 Iraqi refugees. Unem-

A Jordanian soldier searches a Syrian refugee crossing into
Jordanian territory near Ruwaished, east of Amman, last January.
ployment is already high and Jordan is considering absorbing more
Syrians into its labour force.
Tourism, Jordan’s largest source
of hard currency, has come to a virtual standstill. Investment, which
cash-strapped Jordan banks on for
currency reserves to shore up its
finances, declined from $3.1 billion
to $1.5 billion a year over the past
few years.
As poverty affects 20% of the
population of 6.6 million, Jordan
admits it spent nearly $7 billion
on Syrian refugees. Billions more
were spent on an estimated 2.2
million Palestinians and their de-

scendants displaced in two wars
with Israel since its creation in
1948.
Politically, Jordan weathered
the “Arab spring” by launching
reforms that saw at least 30% of
its constitution amended to give
more powers to the legislature
and reduce the powers of the king.
Other reforms saw wider freedoms
for women and greater government tolerance to adversaries, the
freedom of speech, expression and
public assembly.
Still, the country is in political
disarray having 23 splintered political parties with diverse ideolo-

gies ranging from Muslim fundamentalists to Marxists, which have
failed to produce alternatives to
government policies. The parties
are also unable to compete for parliamentary elections, which largely depend on tribal affiliation and
family connections.
The Muslim Brotherhood, Jordan’s largest and most organised
political group, has lost much of its
grass-roots appeal since the parent
party in Egypt failed to improve
living conditions.
Now, the brotherhood could
split into smaller parties. Some
officials fear the splintered and
smaller groups may join ISIS or
form militant sleeper cells.
Jordan is a key Arab ally of the
United States, which has contributed more than $10 billion to
Jordan in the past decade. The
country also maintains ties with
Israel under a peace treaty signed
in 1994, Israel’s second signed
treaty with an Arab country after
Egypt
Jordanian political analyst Oraib
al-Rantawi said the ISIS threat to
largely stable Jordan was “real and
imminent”.
“We can’t afford the luxury of
just waiting and monitoring,” he
said. “The danger is strategic and
getting closer.”
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan,
is Levant editor for The Arab
Weekly and has covered the
Middle East and North Africa for
nearly three decades.
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Cairo-Riyadh tensions pile up over Syria
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

A

dverse policies adopted
by Cairo and Riyadh on
regional developments
cannot easily stop relations between the two
Arab capitals from working but the
latest difference in positions on Syria is deeply affecting relations, even
if in hushed tones, political analysts
say.
Decision makers in Riyadh are
gritting their teeth in anger at Cairo’s
decision to stay away from a pronounced Saudi bid to send ground
troops to Syria to fight the Islamic
State (ISIS).
“The Egyptian position will inevitably affect relations with Saudi Arabia at all levels in the days to come,”
said Saad al-Zant, president of Egyptian think-tank Centre for Strategic
and Political Studies. “There is apparent anger in Saudi Arabia.”

“The Egyptian
position will
inevitably affect
relations with Saudi
Arabia at all levels in
the days to come.”
Saudi Arabia recently said it was
ready to participate in ground operations that an international coalition
might launch against ISIS in Syria.
The announcement came after rebels backed by Saudi Arabia, Turkey and the United States suffered
heavy defeats in Aleppo.
Earlier in February, the Syrian
Army, along with Hezbollah fighters
and Iraqi Shia militias commanded by Iranian officers, reportedly
started pressing forward to encircle
about 35,000 rebels in Aleppo.
Rebel supply routes are being cut
as the Damascus-allied forces tight-

en control on Aleppo and into the
northern province of Idlib and the
Turkish border.
The rebels are said to be short of
weaponry to stave off the offensive.
Once Aleppo and northern Syria are
taken over by the Damascus coalition, the opposition will have suffered its heaviest defeat since the
war started almost five years ago.
The Saudi offer is largely seen as a
disguised response to calls for help
from the rebels.
But in Cairo, the developments
are seen as good news.
From the very beginning, the
Egyptian administration’s position
on Syria was clear: There is a need
for keeping the Syrian Army intact
and finding negotiated solutions to
the Syrian crisis, regardless of who
is at the helm in Damascus.
“There is deep disparity between
the positions of the two countries
on how the Syrian war should end,”
said Tarek Fahmi, a political science
professor from Cairo University.
“The new generation of leaders in
Saudi Arabia believes in military
force as a means of settling foreign
policy problems, which is not the
belief held in Cairo.”
However, by distancing itself from
this Saudi position, Egypt moved
closer to the opposite camp, namely
that of Russia, Damascus and probably Iran.
This is, observers say, particularly
shocking from a country that has received more than $20 billion in aid
from Saudi Arabia and other Gulf
states over the past two years.
The general feeling in the Gulf, the
observers add, is that Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi is breaking
promises regarding defence of other
Arab countries. Probably aware of
the criticism, Sisi on February 17th
said that Egypt’s army would be
ready to defend other Arab states if
they were attacked.
However, this is less about honouring pledges and more about the

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi (R) speaking with Saudi Deputy Crown Prince and Minister
of Defence Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz during a military academy graduation ceremony in
Cairo, last July.
difference between how Saudi Arabia and Egypt see the Middle East
generally, Fahmi says.
“Saudi Arabia sees the region
through a sectarian prism, which is
not the case in Egypt,” he said.
Cairo is keen to refute reports
about strains in ties with Riyadh.
Egyptian Foreign Ministry spokesman Ahmed Abu Zeid said there
were no problems between Cairo
and Riyadh against the background
of Saudi Arabia’s plan to send troops
to Syria. Foreign Minister Sameh
Shoukry had described the Saudi
decision as “sovereign”.
Few, though, are ready to buy into

the Egyptian official discourse.
Saudi King Salman Abdulaziz Al
Saud was scheduled to visit Cairo
in October but the visit never took
place. There is talk that the Saudi
king will visit Cairo in April. Local
analysts say the visit will be a test
of whether relations between the
two Arab states have been strongly
affected by the conflict over Syria.
Nevertheless, Saudi Arabia has
started punishing Arab countries
believed in Riyadh not to be in harmony with its positions. Riyadh recently said it would suspend a $4
billion aid package for the Lebanese
army, apparently in response to

Beirut’s failure to condemn attacks
on the Saudi diplomatic mission in
Tehran in January.
Some people say the aid suspension should send a message to Cairo.
“I hope the Saudi and Egyptian
leaderships can reach a middle
ground on Syria during King Salman’s expected visit to Cairo,” Zant
said. “Saudi Arabia needs to understand that it is running a huge risk
by directly stepping into the Syrian
minefield.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to The Arab
Weekly.

Egypt struggles to provide subsidised food to poor
Ali Abdelaty and Lin Noueihed

Cairo

A

“

ny rice?” asks the
woman, leaning into
a shop in Cairo and
brandishing a green
smartcard that carries her family’s food credits. The
shopkeeper shakes his head: “Only
sugar.” Behind him, more than half
the shelves are empty. Rice and
cooking oil are nowhere to be seen.
Tens of millions of Egyptians
rely on state subsidies provided as
credits on smartcards they redeem
for household staples. In recent
weeks imported commodities, such
as cooking oil, have been in short
supply as a dollar shortage makes it
harder for state importers to secure
regular supplies.
Shortages persist across Cairo
and in cities from Alexandria in the
north to Minya in the south.

The dangers are not
lost on Egyptian
President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi.
“When we ask the grocer he says
there’s nothing but sugar. Every
day he says, tomorrow, tomorrow,
but we are halfway through the
month now and it’s not resolved,”
said Samia Mohamed, a housewife,
at a grocery in southern Cairo.
“Prices elsewhere are expensive.
We don’t know what to do.”
Affordable food is an explosive
issue in Egypt, where millions live
a pay cheque from hunger and economic discontent has helped unseat two presidents in five years.
The dangers are not lost on Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi,
whose government has sought to

protect poor Egyptians from the
worst effects of double-digit inflation.
The smartcards are accepted at a
network of government-run supermarkets as well as 26,000 privately
owned grocers and grant each family member 15 pounds ($2) of credits a week plus five loaves of bread a
day from participating bakeries.
The Supply Ministry also oversees a network of stores and kiosks
offering subsidised food outside
the smartcard system.
Goods of all kinds are available
at ordinary supermarkets not participating in the smartcard scheme
but poor consumers would have to
pay market prices that many can illafford.
Even at the discount shops,
stocks are low.
At a kiosk, emblazoned with the
Egyptian flag and the words Together against high prices in a historic
part of Cairo, a shelf labelled “local
rice, 3.25 per kilo” is bare.
“Oil is in short supply. The supplies of oil aren’t stable,” said
the manager of the kiosk, which
opened in December as part of a
government effort to ease food inflation. “Sometimes we are short of
rice, sometimes sugar… Sometimes
people don’t like the variety. We
don’t get enough.”
Supply Minister Khaled Hanafi
said stocks at state food companies
were being replenished with dozens of products that would be available to smartcard-holders in March.
Though essential foods are high
on the priority list, a foreign exchange shortage has made it more
difficult for Egypt’s state food importers to pay promptly over the
past year. Worst affected by the
shortages has been cooking oil,
with payment problems putting
suppliers off bidding in state tenders.

An employee of a bakery carries a tray of baked bread in a street in
Cairo.
Egypt’s state importers have cancelled three cooking oil tenders in
the last three months after not receiving enough offers or because
prices were too high.
Traders say they now have to
factor in the cost of expected delays, particularly after the government brought in measures that
mean they are not paid for up to six
months.
“You are talking millions of dollars here. These delays are costly,”
said one trader. “They make you
feel like a beggar when you chase
your money, not answering calls,
not responding.”
Egypt has struggled to revive

its economy since the 2011 “Arab
spring” uprising drove away tourists and foreign investors. Foreign
exchange reserves have more than
halved since then, leaving Egypt
with scarcely enough to cover
three-months’ worth of imports.
Pressure mounted on the central
bank to devalue the pound but it
has resisted a major adjustment for
fear of stoking inflation. Instead,
it imposed strict limits on dollar
deposits and transfers, making it
harder to clear shipments.
A lack of clarity on rice policy has
caused confusion in the market.
Egypt banned rice exports in 2008
but lifted the ban in October after a

bumper harvest. It issued a rice import tender in January only to cancel it again and grocers say there is
not enough rice in state stores.
Occasional shortages have been
the norm for the past year but supply issues were compounded recently by a change in the rules surrounding unclaimed bread rations.
Participating grocers source most
of their goods from the state-run
Food Industries Holding Company
(FIHC) but until this month would
receive cash from the Supply Ministry equivalent to any unclaimed
bread credits. They would then use
the cash to buy other goods on the
open market to meet the demand.
Since February 1st, they have
been refused cash and been offered
goods supplied by the FIHC instead.
But grocers say the FIHC is unable to meet demand.
“The issue is not one of oil and
sugar. We used to buy 100 products and now we can’t find ten…
More than 50% of the supply stores
are empty and there are no goods,”
said Majed Nadi, spokesman for the
General Grocers’ Syndicate. “They
expected to be able to meet all the
needs but they couldn’t.”
Hanafi said 2,000 tonnes of rice
and 2,500 tonnes of oil were being
supplied daily to replenish stocks
in addition to goods including
pasta, tea, and canned tuna, which
have not been in short supply. FIHC
bought 42,000 tonnes of sunflower
and soy oils on February 17th.
Supply
Ministry
spokesman
Mahmoud Diab said the change was
intended to reduce prices because
FIHC could secure economical bulk
deals that individual grocers could
not.
“The idea is to bring citizens
higher-quality goods at lower prices,” he told Reuters. “It is for the
good of the people.”
(Reuters)
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ISIS goes on a tax-and-fine spree
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

T

he Islamic State (ISIS) is
collecting more money
from people living in and
transiting its territory in
the form of new fines in
lieu of corporal punishment and
other measures.
Falling oil prices and attacks on
oil facilities by the international
coalition and Russian warplanes
have choked off a key source of
ISIS income. Hundreds of ISIS
tanker trucks have been destroyed
in eastern Syria.
ISIS had to come up with alternate sources of revenue and, like
traditional governments, turned
to taxation. New taxes were introduced and corporal punishments were replaced with fines to
plug the gaping deficit in a budget
weakened by war on several fronts.

New taxes were
introduced and
corporal
punishments were
replaced with fines
to plug the gaping
deficit.
ISIS recently issued a long list
of new taxes to be paid to Beit alZakat — religious tax house. It detailed misdemeanours and fines.
Possession of cigarettes results
in a fine of 2,500 Syrian pounds
($6) for males and 5,000 pounds
($12) for females; wearing tight
veils and unorthodox clothes is
fined 5,000 pounds ($12); showing the eyes, 1,000 pounds ($2.50);
failing to wear gloves and socks,
1,000 pounds ($2.50); and shaving

the beard: 2,500 pounds ($6).
“They started levying taxes on
the inhabitants of Raqqa (ISIS’s de
facto capital in Syria) and the cities and villages under their control
last November. Militants would
roam the city in search of any offence so that they could impose a
cash fine,” said a taxi driver from
Raqqa who identified himself as
Mohamed Ali.
“But when they saw that citizens were actually strictly observing their rules, either out of fear
or simply to avoid their nastiness,
they decided to levy a tax on every motor vehicle operating in the
area. The size of the tax is linked to
the size of the vehicle. They have
thus become our partners in our
livelihoods.”
Hussein al-Jaysh, an engineer
who worked on a farm near Raqqa,
said ISIS imposed a series of new
taxes at the end of last year. “They
did not stop at taking 10% of the
harvest as Zakat but levied two
more taxes with a combined value
of 20,000 pounds ($50) per hectare, which they said it was the
price of irrigation services and
lease on the land since the farms
were on state land.
“Consequently, many farmers
stopped planting and now more
than half of the arable land is not
in use,” he said, adding that the
militants taxed livestock trading,
“levying 2,500 pounds ($6), on the
sale of each sheep or goat.”
Taxation under ISIS often exceeds 10% of the value of the
goods, grown, manufactured or
traded. The group pockets revenues from electricity, telephone,
water and sanitation bills. These
services are often absent or interrupted most of the time.
At the end of 2015, ISIS issued
a tax on inheritance of 20-40% of
the total value. When the inherit-

The Zakat, or religious taxation, office in Raqqa.
ance is in the form of fixed assets,
such as real estate, the heirs have
to pay the portion represented by
the tax on inheritance. People no
longer declared deaths and buried
their dead in secret.
Electricity prices also increased.
ISIS charges for electricity consumption by relying on electricity
metres but it has imposed an additional monthly tax of $5-$10 per
family.
Siham al-Zain moved last October from Raqqa to the city of
Hama. She said ISIS fined her $25
because she was travelling to “the

land of apostasy”. “They also gave
each traveller a grace period of
seven days to come back to Raqqa,
otherwise they would confiscate
his home, donate it to its fighters
or lease it,” Zain said.
Activists in Raqqa say the group
has allowed traders to ship wheat,
barley, cotton and other agricultural products from Deir ez-Zor,
Raqqa, Hasakah and Aleppo provinces to Damascus and Tartus in
exchange for 25% of the shipment.
Often, the trader has to buy this
portion from ISIS and pay in cash.
Food trucks transiting ISIS terri-

tory pay a fee of up to $1,000, depending on the truckload.
In December, ISIS slashed the
salaries of its fighters and administrators by half, amounts that
ranged from $400-$2,500.
Before oil trucks and wells in
Deir ez-Zor were bombed, ISIS revenues came from selling more than
250,000 barrels of oil a day.
Drying up its oil resources has
been part of the war waged against
the group but that has left local
residents to foot the bill while remaining virtual prisoners in their
own homes.

ISIS v the West: The battle for Twitter
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

T

he conflict between the
Islamic State (ISIS) and
the rest of the world takes
place in a number of arenas, not least online,
with social-media network Twitter
proving a hotly contested battleground.
Just as in Iraq and Syria, it appears that ISIS is on the back foot
in the battle for Twitter, amid increasing success at shutting down
extremist-linked
accounts.
In
February, Twitter announced the
suspension of 125,000 accounts
associated with extremism since

mid-2015, the first time it openly
publicised figures relating to suspended accounts.
Twitter also announced an expansion of the teams responsible
for reviewing reports of accounts
connected to extremism in a bid to
clamp down on ISIS propaganda.
“As the nature of the terrorist
threat has changed, so has our ongoing work in this area… We have
increased the size of the teams
that review reports, reducing our
response time significantly. We
also look into other accounts similar to those reported and leverage
proprietary spam-fighting tools to
surface other potentially violating
accounts for review by our agents,”
a statement from Twitter said.
A report published by the George

Washington University’s Center for
Cyber and Homeland Security concluded that ISIS propaganda has
become less effective on Twitter
and that account suspension has
proved a useful tactic.
The report, entitled The Islamic
State’s Diminishing Returns on
Twitter, by J.M. Berger and Heather Perez revealed that “over time,
individual users who repeatedly
created new accounts after being
suspended suffered devastating reductions in their follower counts”.
The report looked solely at Englishlanguage Twitter accounts.
“Suspensions have a measurable
effect in suppressing the activity of
ISIS networks on Twitter,” Berger
said.
“Occasional large-scale suspen-

sions, such as we saw after the Paris
attacks, have dramatically reduced
the size of ISIS’s presence on social
media and a lower level of routine
suspensions hold the network flat
in between these events.”
Under pressure from Western
governments, Twitter has significantly stepped up monitoring
and suspensions of suspicious accounts but denied that there is a
“magic algorithm” for identifying
“terrorist content” on the internet.
“Global online platforms are forced
to make challenging judgment calls
based on very limited information
and guidance,” the Twitter statement said.
Analysts are calling for the USled coalition to take the next step
and wield social media against
ISIS as a weapon in the same manner that ISIS has sought to wield it
against them.
“For the coalition to have lasting
communications impact against
this formidable enemy, it requires
a similarly nuanced — and expensive — understanding of message
delivery and audience segmentation. Twitter suspensions are not
nearly enough,” said an article by
Charlie Winter, research associate at Georgia State University’s
Transcultural Conflict and Violence Initiative.
The article, entitled Why ISIS
Propaganda Works, published by
the Atlantic, dismissed Western anti-ISIS Twitter campaigns as largely
ineffective.
“Overtly government-directed
initiatives are fighting an unwinnable battle. They are too centralised,
too rigorously managed and too reactive. The amount of their activity
is structurally bound to be insufficient, and its content bound to lack
credibility among the most at-risk
target audiences,” Winter wrote.
Winter’s conclusions are borne
out by facts. On Twitter, Britain’s
official anti-ISIS campaign (@UKa-

gainstDaesh), which is run by the
British Foreign Service, has fewer
than 12,000 followers. Washington’s online Think Again, Turn
Away campaign (@ThinkAgain_
DOS), run by the US State Department, has fewer than 26,000 followers.
To put those figures in perspective, a mock Twitter account purporting to belong to Osama bin
Laden’s ghost (@ghostOsama) has
more than 30,000 followers while
the Anonymous hacktivist group’s
anti-ISIS campaign, Operation ISIS
(@OpiceISIS) has 127,000 followers
— more than all three combined.

Twitter has
significantly
stepped up
monitoring and
suspensions of
suspicious accounts.
Still, when compared to ISIS’s
presence on Twitter following the
recent clampdown, the coalition
is winning. The George Washington University report confirmed
that the average number of Twitter
followers any given ISIS supporter
could expect was 300-400 with
networks of ISIS followers being
extremely insular, meaning ISIS
followers mostly interacted with
one another.
“#Daesh has lost approx 40% of
the populated areas it once controlled in #Iraq. It is losing on all
fronts,” a recent tweet from the UK
Against Daesh account said using
the UK designation for ISIS.
Twitter might just be one battleground in the greater war against
ISIS but, given the importance that
propaganda plays in the ISIS model, it is one that helps to feed the
others.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.
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Iran’s Russian arsenal could have ‘untold consequences’
Ed Blanche

Beirut

I

ran, its long-strained coffers replenished by the July 2015 nuclear agreement with the United States and global powers,
is buying advanced military
hardware worth billions of dollars
to rebuild its rundown conventional
military forces after decades of international sanctions.
With the acquisition of advanced
weaponry, largely from Russia, its
ally in the Syrian war, the Islamic
Republic will dramatically alter the
military balance in the Middle East,
primarily against Saudi Arabia, Turkey and Israel, and bolster its drive
to become the dominant power in
the turbulent region as the United
States disengages.
Iran’s Arab neighbours, along
with Israel, fear that with the financial resources to which Tehran
is gaining access, Iran is moving
towards acquiring military capabilities that match its regional ambitions, greatly increasing the power
of the hard-liners who already control the largest missile arsenal in
the Middle East at a time when the
rivalry with Saudi Arabia is edging
towards open conflict.

Tehran may also buy
T-90 main battle
tanks if Moscow
agrees to share the
technology.
In the long term, “the technological gap between Iran’s military
and others in the region will narrow, which will have untold consequences for the regional balance of
power”, US-based global security
consultancy Stratfor cautioned.
Iran is about to take delivery of
the first of five batteries of Russian
S-300PMU-2 air-defence missile
systems, with the order to be completed by the end of the year, under
a controversial 2007 contract.
Russia delayed delivery in 2010
because of Western pressure but
resumed the $800 million deal after
the nuclear agreement was signed
in Vienna, ending the Islamic Republic’s isolation.
Iranian Defence Minister Hossein
Dehghan, who visited Moscow in
mid-February, disclosed that Tehran wants to buy an unspecified
number of advanced Russian Sukhoi Su-30 multirole fighter jets. Re-

gional sources told The Arab Weekly
that Tehran is also eyeing Russian
MiG-35 fighters along with Yak-130
advanced training aircraft.
The value of the potential Su-30
contract is not known but under the
2015 agreement Tehran will have
access to unfrozen assets worth
$100 billion-$140 billion as crippling economic sanctions are lifted
in exchange for Iran curtailing its
contentious nuclear programme.
Iran’s declared defence budget is
as much as $15 billion but the powerful Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps has access to “significant
amounts of unbudgeted funds on
arms and technology”, according to
the Foundation for Defence of Democracies in Washington.
Indeed, as Iran’s neighbours look
on in dismay, its re-armament programme is already causing trouble
and more is likely on the way. The
US State Department warned on
February 18th that the proposed
Su-30 sale would violate a UN arms
embargo on Iran, which, under the
2015 agreement, will remain in force
for another five years.
Tehran has already riled Washington by testing two ballistic missiles under development in what
the Americans see as the latest in
a long string of Iranian transgressions of UN Security Council resolutions.
It is not clear yet how many Su30s Tehran seeks to acquire. But
the jet is considered the equal of
the US F-15E strike fighter and Iran’s
30,000-strong air force is in dire
need of modern combat aircraft.
The air force has been decaying
for years and has long been one of
the Islamic Republic’s weakest military branches, primarily because
of international arms embargoes.
This did not prevent Russia selling
it a few MiG-29 interceptors a few
years ago but Iran’s 334 combat aircraft consist largely of obsolete US
and French warplanes, including
US-built F-4 and F-5 jets that date
from the Vietnam War era.
Until the air force is rebuilt, which
will take years, Tehran’s most potent weapon for repelling air strikes
is its air-defence network, soon to
be reinforced by the S-300s, which
can engage multiple aircraft and
missiles at a range of up to 200km.
Iranian crews have already been
trained in Russia.
“The lifting of international sanctions and the region’s vastly changing geopolitical environment have
opened a window of opportunity

In the cards. Russia’s T-90 tanks, shown in 2013 file picture, rolling at the Red Square in Moscow.
for Tehran to buy potent arms from
Russia and modernize its arsenal,”
observed Farzin Nadimi, a Washington-based military analyst.
He said that following the July
14th agreement, and driven to some
extent by the war in Syria where
Tehran and Moscow are providing powerful forces that are keeping beleaguered Syrian President
Bashar Assad in power, “strategic
ties between Iran and Russia have
reached unprecedented levels.
“This is not surprising given their
forces have been fighting alongside
each other in Syria for some time,”
Nadimi wrote in a February 18th
analysis for the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. “Consequently, bilateral military relations
can be expected to grow, and new
levels and areas of cooperation
opened for exploration.
“That said, their military relationship has been spotty in the
past, with long negotiations and
memorandums of understanding
often leading nowhere, sometimes
due to outside pressure. The consummation (of recent agreements)
would be a sign that things are
changing.”
Despite the July 14th nuclear
deal, under which Tehran agreed
to curtail its nuclear programme in
exchange for the lifting of international sanctions and access to up
to $100 billion in frozen assets, the
Islamic Republic is not likely to find
Western arms manufacturers falling over themselves to do business
despite the potentially rich pick-

ings to be had.
“Continued policy differences,
opposition from local allies and
mistrust on the nuclear programme
effectively block Iranian access
to US and European defence markets,” observed Stratfor.
“Instead, Iran must turn to alternative markets for its defence
needs. But it has limited options
there as well: Russia and China are
the only countries that can provide
the type of advanced weaponry
that will compare with that of Iran’s
neighbours,” particularly Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates
and Turkey, which has spent lavishly on advanced conventional
weaponry over the last three decades while the Islamic Republic was
cut off from Western arms markets.
“For now, Russia appears best
positioned to be the primary supplier for Iranian defence needs,”
Stratfor noted. “For one thing, Russia maintains an edge over China
in key areas, including surface-tosurface missile technology and air
superiority fighter aircraft.”
Another important factor is Iran’s
strategic alliance with Russia in
supporting the Assad regime, with
Russia providing air power and Iran
the manpower — mainly from Shia
militias headed by Lebanon’s Hezbollah — to ensure Syrian President
Bashar Assad’s survival in a war approaching its sixth year.
While Iran is making major advances in developing its own ballistic missiles, which have become
its primary strategic strike arm, it

lacks powerful ground forces that
could become vital to its expansionist objectives in the region. Although it is aiding the Assad regime
with paramilitary forces, it is not
able to match Russia’s expeditionary power.
Upgraded air and ground forces
would change that equation and
allow Tehran to expand its military
power across the region.
Iran also wants to greatly expand
its indigenous arms industry and
Dehghan disclosed on February
9th that the Su-30 contract will include the transfer of technology to
allow the Islamic Republic to build
the aircraft domestically. That’s a
major step towards becoming selfreliant in aircraft production and a
potential boon for Russia’s arms industry, which has been constrained
through a lack of international sales
and its current economic straits as
oil prices plummet.
“We told them we need to be involved in the production” of the
Su-30, Dehghan declared.
The deputy commander of Iran’s
ground forces, General Kiomars
Heidari, has indicated that Tehran may also buy T-90 main battle
tanks if Moscow agrees to share the
technology.
That may be in the cards. “Iran is
in dire need of upgrading its conventional weaponry and Russia is
looking for stable arms markets
as many of its traditional buyers
turn elsewhere,” Stratfor observed.
“Tehran will be that stable market,
at least in the short term.”

Beyond Zarif’s mannerisms

View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

I

n early February, I sat some
15 feet away from Iranian
Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif, watching
him sell his country. He did
an excellent job but telling a
story effectively is never a
guarantee that it will be believed.
Especially when the message
sounds suspiciously like a fairy
tale — regional amity is around
the corner if only Riyadh, the evil
genie, would believe angelic
Tehran and accept that peacemaking is not a “zero-sum game”.
Even so, Zarif used the full
range of stock-in-trade mannerisms, perfected over three
decades as a career diplomat. As
he spoke to a room packed with
foreign policy wonks, academics,
investment bankers and journalists at London’s Royal Institute

Zarif is too much of
a veteran to believe
that wish lists can
metamorphose into magic
carpets and fly.

of International Affairs otherwise
known as Chatham House, Zarif
employed his trademark smile,
strategic silences and lots of chin
calisthenics.
He nodded a great deal and, from
time to time, he would smile — lining up both upper and lower teeth
to meet neatly without overhang.
Simultaneously, he lifted his chin
to push his grinning face towards
his listeners. The chin calisthenics
could be considered pugnacious,
smiling was meant to convey the
opposite impression.
Zarif is master of the multilayered message. He manages
to suggest both toughness and
cuddliness. He delivers a firm and
friendly nod to everyone’s concerns about Iran — its seething internal dissent over last July’s landmark nuclear deal with six world
powers, its role as a state sponsor
of terrorism, as regional meddler, sectarian cheerleader and
as a country prone to intimidate
journalists. And then he smiles all
the concerns away. Along with a
simple and well-judged explanation.
So just how believable is Zarif’s
message?
Let’s examine his big idea,
delivered with great eloquence

and considerable force in London.
Zarif declared that Iran and Saudi
Arabia don’t need to define their
regional interests as mutually exclusive. That “negative interests”
such as the need to defeat the Islamic State (ISIS) unite Tehran and
Riyadh. That they can and should
build on the shared need for safe
shipping zones and a nuclearfree region. That it’s time for “a
paradigm change, a positive-sum”
approach, which allows both Tehran and Riyadh to win. That Iran
stands ready to sign any reasonable deal with Riyadh and Zarif is
prepared to fly to Riyadh tomorrow
if it would only say the word.
What words would the Gulf
Arabs have to use to persuade
Iran they want regional peace and
stability? Would they say “yes” to
its ceaseless meddling in Syria,
Lebanon, Iraq and Yemen? “Yes”
to Iran’s deliberate championing of
Shia sectarianism, as the leader of
a worldwide religious community
rather than of its own citizens?
Zarif is too much of a veteran to
believe that wish lists can metamorphose into magic carpets and
fly. He knows that first there must
be demonstrable proof of intent.
Is Iran capable of this? Yes, at
least when it comes to the inter-

Zarif is
master of the
multilayered
message.

national community and immediate gain. In mid-January, Tehran
quickly released the ten US Navy
sailors it was holding after their
boats drifted into Iranian waters.
This was just days before US economic sanctions were to be lifted.
It was a noteworthy demonstration of Tehran’s ability to keep
radical reflexes in check in order to
protect its chances of re-entering
the world’s financial systems and
global trade networks and while
gaining access to billions in frozen
assets worldwide.
Something similar, but far large
than the release of a few foreigners, would be needed for the region
to start to believe Iran and Zarif’s
histrionic protestations of sincerity. In the short term, perhaps
that would be for Iran to employ,
in Zarif’s words, a “positive-sum”
approach to the Syrian peace talks,
strike a grand bargain and work
with the Saudis and the rest of the
international community to end
the appalling 5-year-old civil war.
But no one’s betting on that just
yet.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a columnist
for The Arab Weekly. Her blog can
be found at www.rashmee.com and
she is on Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Turkish-American ties strained over Syria
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

T

ies between Turkey and
its most important ally,
the United States, are under increasing strain as
the two countries follow
conflicting priorities in the war in
Syria.
Both are members of the international coalition fighting the Islamic
State (ISIS) in Syria and US fighter
jets have been using the Incirlik
airbase in Turkey to launch attacks
against ISIS in Syria and Iraq. However, Ankara and Washington differ
on a key issue.
The United States regards the
Syrian-Kurdish militia People’s Protection Units (YPG) as an important
helper in the fight against ISIS. Turkey says the YPG is a terrorist organisation that has to be stopped.
Turkish artillery has pounded YPG
positions in Syria, despite US calls
to ceasefire.
Both the YPG and its political
mother organisation, the Democratic Union Party (PYD), have close
ties to the Kurdistan Workers’ Party
(PKK), a rebel group that has been
fighting Ankara for more than 30
years. Turkey said a YPG member
from Syria was the suicide bomber
who killed 28 people February 18th
in Ankara, a charge rejected by the
YPG and PYD. The United States said
it could neither confirm nor deny
that YPG was behind the bombing.
The row is a reflection of the distance between the perspectives the
United States and Turkey have regarding the Syrian conflict. Washington is concentrating its efforts
on weakening ISIS; Turkey sees its
national security threatened by a
Kurdish push for autonomy in Syria
and by recent gains by government
troops there. The Syrian Army,
backed by Russian air strikes, has
been targeting the northern city of
Aleppo, just 60km from the Turkish
border.
A February 19th telephone conversation between Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and
US President Barack Obama failed
to bridge the gap. Both sides said

Turbulence. US military forensic experts investigate the remains of a Predator drone near Incirlik Air Base, Adana, Turkey,
on Februray 3rd.
Erdogan and Obama had called on
Russia and Syria to stop air strikes
on moderate opposition forces but
accounts by Erdogan’s office and
the White House about other aspects of the 80-minute conversation differed sharply.
According to Ankara, Obama said
he was worried about “recent gains
of the Syrian regime and the YPG
in north-western Syria”, but the
White House said the US president
had only “expressed concern about
recent Syrian regime advances in
north-west Syria” — not mentioning
the YPG.
While the White House said
Obama had called on Turkey to stop
the shelling of the YPG, a statement
by Erdogan’s office did not include
that appeal by the US president.
Instead, Ankara pointed out that
Obama had underlined “Turkey’s
legitimate right of self-defence”,
a phrase that did not appear in the
White House version.
The call followed angry speeches
by Erdogan in which he criticised
the US approach. “Hey, America,

how often do I have to tell you?”
Erdogan said on February 10th to a
gathering of village foremen from
across Turkey, an audience that relished the tough talk. “Are you with
us or are you with this terror organisation PYD and YPG? It’s impossible
to understand what kind of a partnership this is.”
The question is how far Turkey is
willing to go in its row with a crucial
ally. Some observers say Erdogan
risks open battle with Washington
because Obama will be out of office
in a few months. “Ankara may think
it’s dealing with a lame-duck government in Washington and it can
open a new page with a new US administration,” wrote Serkan Demirtas, a columnist for the English-language Hurriyet Daily News.
Ankara’s ties with other key
players — Iran, Iraq and Russia —
are strained, so losing US support
would leave Turkey isolated. A
Turkish government official, speaking February 16th to reporters in Istanbul on condition of anonymity,
said communication between An-

kara and Washington remain open
despite differences about the YPG.
The official stressed that Turkey,
while ready to send ground troops
to Syria, would only do so if there
were consensus in the US-led coalition against ISIS.

The row is a
reflection of the
distance between
the perspectives the
United States and
Turkey have
regarding the Syrian
conflict.
Signs are that Erdogan, while being outspoken about what he sees
as wrong US priorities in Syria, is
reluctant to take concrete steps
against Washington that could damage the relationship permanently.
US Ambassador to Turkey John
Bass was summoned by the Turkish
Foreign Ministry on February 9th
over Washington’s refusal to end its

cooperation with the YPG. At the
same time, several pro-government
commentators in Turkish media accused the US of abandoning Turkey.
“They tell us: ‘Do not fight the YPG,
they are our allies’ but then the YPG
sends its terrorists as far as Ankara
and has them commit terrorist attacks,” wrote Ibrahim Karagul, editor of the pro-government Yeni Safak newspaper.
But when Seref Malkoc, an Erdogan adviser, was quoted by the
Bugun newspaper as saying that
US fighter aircraft could be evicted
from the Incirlik airbase in protest
over Washington’s support for the
YPG, the Turkish president himself
stepped in. Erdogan said he did
not know whether Malkoc had really called for the Americans to be
kicked out of Incirlik. “But anyhow
it is wrong for Seref to make such a
statement,” he said, adding it was
for the government to decide who
could use Incirlik.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Istanbul.

Obama’s Syria policy under attack
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

I

t is rare in these days of intense
partisan politics in the United
States to have a convergence of
views on a major policy issue
but that seems to be happening vis-à-vis US President Barack
Obama’s Syria policy, especially in
think-tank and academic communities.
That trend, however, is bad news
for the Obama administration because the growing consensus towards his policy in Syria is negative.
It is not surprising that conservative analysts are highly critical of
Obama’s approach. Indeed, many
opinion articles in opposition to the
administration’s policy are written
by conservatives who served in the
George H.W. Bush administration,
or who may be aspiring to work in a
new Republican administration.

Criticisms have
come at a time of
mounting US
government
frustrations over the
Syria crisis.
Michael Singh, who worked for
the Bush administration and is now
at the Washington Institute for Near
East Policy, wrote such an article for
the January 29th edition of the Wall
Street Journal’s blog titled How US

Concessions Threaten the Syria Peace
Talks Before They Start.
Singh argued that, in the face of
Russian air strikes and Syrian President Bashar Assad’s military actions
on the ground, “US policy positions
have steadily retreated” to the point
where the insistence that “Assad
must go” has been replaced by “Assad can stay through a transitional
period”.
Singh said it is “short-sighted”
for the Obama administration to
disregard the sentiments of the Syrian rebels who want Assad to leave.
He ominously predicted that, if the
United States continues to alienate
the opposition, “many may gravitate
towards the groups we hoped they
would fight: ISIS and al-Qaeda”.
Senior policy analyst Tzvi Kahn
of the conservative-leaning Foreign
Policy Initiative wrote on February
3rd: “By accepting the Russian and
Iranian position that Bashar Assad
can remain in power and failing to
offer meaningful military support
for the Syrian opposition, the United
States has ensured that any negotiated agreement ultimately favours the
interests of Damascus and its allies.”
Kahn criticised US Secretary of
State John Kerry for “effectively” declining to “take sides” in the conflict
and implied that pushing for peace
talks under the present circumstances merely aids the Assad regime.
These conservative criticisms
have been echoed by analysts on the
other side of the political spectrum.
Respected Syria scholar Steven
Heydemann, a professor at Smith
College who is affiliated with the

Questioned strategies. President Barack Obama speaks at the
Pentagon, last December.
more liberal-oriented Brookings Institution, was equally tough on the
Obama administration.
In a February 2nd article titled The
United States botched the Syria talks
before they even began, Heydemann
said the “recent [US] tilt towards
Russia’s position on the fate of [Assad] — accepting that he might have
a role in a future political transition
— has undermined prospects for success, damaged US credibility with
the opposition and further eroded
America’s leverage in the Middle
East.”
Heydemann added that this “shift
in US policy has almost certainly
made a negotiated settlement in Geneva less likely [and] it could well
spur the continued escalation of the

Syrian conflict”.
And in a joint February 5th opinion article in the Washington Post,
former US State Department official Nicholas Burns, who worked in
Democratic and Republican administrations; and former US ambassador to Iraq James Jeffrey argued
that the United States has “fallen
short” in “framing a clear, consistent and forceful strategy,” which has
led to an “uncharacteristically weak
negotiating position”. The stronger
party, they add, is the “Russia-IranHezbollah axis supporting Bashar
Assad’s brutal regime.”
Burns and Jeffery called for dramatically increasing funding for
moderate Sunni and Kurdish forces
opposed to Assad and the Islamic

State (ISIS) and the creation of a safe
zone in northern Syria to protect Syrian civilians “with a no-fly zone to
enforce it”.
These criticisms have come at a
time of mounting US government
frustrations over the Syria crisis. Not
only did the Geneva conference not
get off the ground, as Kerry hoped,
but Russia and the Assad government did not halt military operations
against non-ISIS rebels, hindering
Kerry’s efforts to obtain a ceasefire.
Nonetheless, the Obama administration hopes to get the disparate
parties to the negotiating table. It
seems to believe that a call for Assad’s immediate departure — which
the rebels keenly want — would scuttle the chances for an orderly transition and the Assad government’s
cooperation on a ceasefire and a negotiated settlement.
What many American analysts
and writers outside the US government are saying, however, is that
the only way for that to happen is to
change the military situation in the
air and on the ground first.
That means, however, a significant
ratcheting up of US military pressure
against the Assad regime and Russia and that is unlikely to happen
because Obama’s first priority is to
weaken ISIS, not Assad, despite the
fact that many of the analysts see a
clear link between the two.
Gregory Aftandilian is an associate
of the Middle East Center at the
University of Massachusetts-Lowell
and is a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.
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Refugee problem endures in Europe
Stephen Starr

Istanbul

T

he warning signs were
there. Humanitarian agencies predicted months in
advance that the summer
of 2015 would see unprecedented numbers of migrants and
refugees take to the seas towards
Europe. While 2014 had 280,000
desperate people reach Europe’s
borders in the hope of making a new
life, that figure trebled in 2015.
The result of the largest movement of refugees since the second
world war has led to more than
3,500 people drowning while attempting to make the journey.

The refugee crisis
has linked Syria,
Turkey and Europe
like never before.
It was the image of the 3-year-old
boy’s limp body washed up on a
Turkish beach that appeared on 20
million computer screens in just 12
hours last August that changed the
world’s attitude — if not actions — to
a problem hiding in plain sight.
The death of 700 migrants on a
ship off the coast of Libya in April
became a distant, forgotten memory
in light of all that came to pass afterwards.
The refugee crisis has linked Syria, Turkey and Europe like never before and none can sincerely claim to
have done enough. Fewer than 15%
of all refugees in Turkey are being
housed in government-built camps.
The remainder are strewn across
cities of the south and among the
15 million inhabitants of Istanbul
where, because of the city’s sheer
size, they find themselves no more
than a passing concern.
Responses to the crisis have been
far from clear or in unison. Despite
the doubling of requests for refugee status globally, countries have
increased acceptance rates by only

A migrant carrying a child walks from the Macedonian border into Serbia, near the village of Miratovac, Serbia.
9%. “We need to strongly increase
resettlement from Turkey… We
need to substantially increase the
number of opportunities for people
to come to Europe legally,” UN High
Commissioner for Refugees Antonio
Guterres said in October.
According to a Greek police
source, Athens has agreed to return or readmit more than 8,000
“irregular migrants” to Turkey. The
problem is that most of those people
have already moved on to Austria
and Germany, and Turkey, having
accepted 2,395 people through this
scheme, actually readmitted just

eight individuals.
How diplomacy around Syria pans
out over the coming months will tell
much about the long-term situation
facing refugees fleeing Syria and
Iraq.
For refugees in Turkey and Europe, the initial euphoria, media
attention and sense of urgency that
characterised 2015’s response to the
crisis is unlikely to be repeated.
For those in Europe, 2016 will be
a year of sitting tight, dealing with
winter temperatures and exercising
patience as countries work through
a massive backlog of refugee and

Europe’s Hoaxmap
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t some point in
Europe’s refugee
crisis, someone was
going to say it. The
unsayable, that is.
“Lock up your
bonny blonde, blue-eyed
daughters, all you good burghers
of Germany, Austria and other
European countries. Lock them
up carefully and well, for the
Muslim hordes are coming.”
Someone has now said it. Not
those words exactly, but near
enough.
WSieci (the Network), a massmarket, politically conservative
Polish magazine, featured an
inflammatory cover showing a
white woman wrapped in the
European Union’s blue flag, her
mouth open in a scream while
three pairs of dark-skinned male
hands pulled at her hair, clothes,
waist and arms. The headline
read: The Islamic Rape of Europe.
The message could not have
been more unambiguous: Europe
will be undone because Muslim
refugees will take its women,
claiming them sexually, forcing
them to convert and bear their
children, thereby increasing Muslim numbers on the continent. Or

The Islamic Rape of
Europe cover is hardly the
only incidence of
fear-mongering.

worse, that the refugees will prey
on European women and assume
dominance over their host societies by assault and humiliation.
What is that all about? The Polish magazine cover comes after
unsavoury New Year’s Eve incidents in Cologne made headlines.
Local women, who had gathered in the city centre to party,
reported being groped and robbed
by “gangs” of Arabs and North African men. There were allegations
of rape. Similar complaints were
subsequently lodged by women
in other northern European cities.
It is hardly a coincidence that
the complainants live in countries
that are faced with the ceaseless influx of refugees. In times
of stress, societies can be relied
on to harken back to the deepest, most primeval fear known to
man.
Put simply it is as follows: sexual assault can be a kind of self-annihilating shame for a people; it is
the symbolic rape of the body of a
whole community. As Danish academic Robin May Schott, who has
written copiously on “war rape”
says, it can be understood “not
only as a tool for the unmaking of
the social and cultural world but
also a tool for the unmaking of the
political world”.
Is this what Europeans really
believe that harried Syrian refugees want? To unmake Europe?
Cologne and other parallel incidents have provided far-right European Islamophobes, such as the
Dutch politician Geert Wilders,
with incendiary material to demonise refugees as “testosterone
bombs… (bent on committing)

asylum applications and the logistics that entails, as well as political
horse trading with their European
neighbours, many of whom have
seen their national politics veer to
the right.
Syrians in Turkey face a much
more daunting future. The resurgent Justice and Development Party
(AKP) government is unlikely to
grant more secure status to the 2.2
million and counting refugees for
fear of losing support from large
numbers of the population it has
worked hard to reel in and keep over
the past decade.

sexual terrorism, a sexual jihad.”
And now there is the wSieci
magazine cover, which has turned
a base canard into a community
awareness exercise.
It would be funny if it weren’t
so tragic. For the refugees, of
course, hundreds of thousands
of whom continue to make their

It would be
funny if it
weren’t so
tragic.

Deportation stamps which are used by the
German federal police to stamp ID documents
of rejected asylum seekers.

2015 proved to be a chastening
year for a Europe still foundering
to pin down its identity; for Ankara,
which is attempting to manage the
spillover of war while attempting
to seize its way back into Europe’s
good graces, and for Syrians who
continue to be pummelled by barrel
bombs and Russian air strikes. Surely 2016 can’t turn out as bad.
Stephen Starr is an Irish journalist
who lived in Syria from 2007-12. He
is the author of Revolt in Syria:
Eye-Witness to the Uprising
(Oxford University Press, 2012).

wearied way to Europe, but it is
tragic, too, for Europe that the
undoubted political, social and
cultural challenges of dealing
with floods of refugees should
have induced so great a fear of
fulfilling its humanitarian duty.
Unfortunately, the Islamic Rape
of Europe cover is hardly the only
incidence of fear-mongering. A
few weeks ago, Karolin Schwarz
and Lutz Helm, who live in the
eastern German town of Leipzig,
created Hoaxmap to filter fiction
from fact about refugees. Hoaxmap, which marks fake stories on
a map of Europe, includes clickable links to full accounts about
alleged incidents and how they
are wrong.
The rumours follow a pattern,
say the Hoaxmap creators. There
are a lot of accusations of theft
or rape. Sometimes, refugees are
alleged to have urinated on the
shelves of supermarkets, for example in Bautzen, a charge which
Hoaxmap parried by linking to
a German newspaper interview
with the district police chief
firmly denying it was true. “I have
sent our people in every supermarket to ask,” Police Chief Conny
Stiehl is quoted as saying. “Not a
single case has been confirmed.”
So far, Hoaxmap claims it has
241 fake stories, mostly in Germany but also in Switzerland and
Austria.
This is sterling work. However, it’s safe to say that, even if
disproved, rumours of sexual assault — or cultural crossed signals
— are likely to be believed. This
is mostly because of the inherent
fear of the barbarous “other”.
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Doha agreement pre-empts an oil price collapse
Walid Khadduri

Beirut

O

il prices nudged up on
news from Doha that
major Organisation of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
and non-OPEC producing states
had agreed to freeze production
at January’s level, averting a major
price collapse.
Information from the Doha
meeting indicated that some major producers, including OPEC’s
Saudi Arabia, Venezuela and Qatar, along with non-OPEC Russia,
had agreed to limit production to
January levels. This agreement
among adverse producers sent
optimistic vibes through global oil
markets.

The proposed Doha
agreement follows
record production
by both Saudi Arabia
and Russia.
The fact that the two major
producers — Saudi Arabia and
Russia — had come to an understanding is a major breakthrough
in the oil industry.
There are still hurdles to cross.
The markets are well aware of the
tasks to be resolved before a comprehensive and credible agreement is finalised. What the Doha
accord accomplished, however, is
to stop the steep price deterioration, even if temporarily, in which
some producers were discounting
prices to $20 per barrel.
The Doha accord met encouragement but not full support. After the Doha meeting the Qatari
and Venezuelan oil ministers travelled to Tehran to meet with Iranian and Iraqi oil ministers. There
was no official statement from the
Tehran meeting, a signal that no
agreement was concluded.
The Iranian oil news agency
Shana quoted Iranian Oil Minister
Bijan Zanganeh as saying the Doha
agreement was supported by Iran
as an effort to stabilise the mar-

Saudi Arabia’s Oil Minister Ali al-Naimi speaks to the media in Doha, on February 16th.
kets. Zanganeh insisted, however,
Iran still planned to increase production approximately 500,000
barrels per day (bpd) to reach presanctions production levels.
Statements by Iranian officials
spoke of an increase of around 1
million bpd overall in 2016. Market
sources said it was more realistic
for Tehran to increase production
about 500,000 bpd of crude oil.
Iran also has the capacity to increase condensates (very light
oil produced in association with
natural gas) production by approximately 400,000 bpd in the
next few months. The Doha accord
would not condensate production.
OPEC refers only to incremental

crude oil production.
Iraqi Oil Minister Adel Abdul
Mahdi said he was tentatively
encouraged by the Doha accord
but did not lend his full support.
Iraq’s January production level,
according to official figures, was
4.3 million bpd. Mahdi has said
Iraq planned to produce 4.4 million-4.5 million bpd in 2016.
The proposed Doha agreement
follows record production by both
Saudi Arabia and Russia in January, with crude oil output of more
than 10 million bpd each.
Iran and Iraq had been planning
to ramp up crude oil production
by around 500,000 bpd each during 2016.

The Doha talks brought together
the two most important producers, Riyadh and Moscow, and the
Tehran meeting did not officially
refuse the accord. These initial results would encourage Venezuela
to carry on its mediation, which
started several months ago. Further negotiations are expected as
announced by Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro.
Oil-producing countries’ economies were hard hit in 2015. Major
projects were either cancelled or
postponed. There is rising awareness in these nations that an
agreement is necessary to stop
the price — and consequently their
economies’ — collapse.

The Doha talks put negotiations
on track. Markets will continue to
be nervous until a major and credible agreement is signed. Market
observers are projecting a $50
per barrel by early next year, if
an agreement is reached in 2016.
Without an agreement, and with a
record 500 million barrels of commercial storage available, prices
would continue to dip.
The main difference that the
Doha talks have made is in raising
the possibility that a major agreement could come in the not very
distant future.
Walid Khadduri is an Iraqi writer
on energy affairs based in Beirut.

Can tech start-ups save Lebanon’s foundering economy?
Martin Jay

Beirut

F

rom the outside it looks
like just another trendy
Beirut coffee shop but inside the UK Lebanon Tech
Hub, there are neither coffee shop punters nor university
students. It’s more of tomorrow’s
business leaders in a country that
can barely provide essential services such as water, electricity and
trash collection, a county ravaged
by large-scale corruption with an
economy only in name.

Lebanon is bursting
with clever young
people who can
design and build
apps.
It’s hard to imagine that in the
midst of this office, Lebanon’s problems could be resolved by a group of
30 or so start-up companies bent on
developing an app or a gadget that
will make their company a “unicorn”, reaping millions of dollars
and putting Lebanon on the map as
a hub for cool ideas and investment
and a good starting point for educated youth who want to show the
country is still ahead in the region.
Under the initiative, the brainchild of departing UK Ambassador
Tom Fletcher, Lebanon’s brightest

are sent to the United Kingdom to
be mentored and trained on how to
attract investment for their projects.
UK investors will be the first to
profit from the project, which has
sent its first group to London for the
programme with hopes of them returning to Lebanon with both investors and customers.
Lebanon is bursting with clever
young people who can design and
build apps and have the business
savvy to use the country as a business hub for the entire Arab peninsula — despite power cuts, garbage
and car bombs.
The idea was inspired by a Lebanese investor who made a successful business from importing generators and their parts from the United
Kingdom. His success was noted by
Fletcher who saw that, regardless of
the problems in Lebanon, the investor had a network in Africa and the
Middle East of Lebanese business
operators who were ready and waiting.
“We noticed that Lebanese investors imported UK goods, like
whisky, salmon and cars and then
re-exported them… and the biggest
importers of UK goods in the region
were the Lebanese,” explained Nadim Zaazaa, who is part of the programme but also heads up the Lebanon hub.
Zaazaa cited as an example of a
locally produced online Lebanese
recipe that recently sold to Japanese
investors for $13 million.
One project in the programme is
a prototype cigarette lighter that

Lebanese entrepreneurs from different internet start-up
companies work in Beirut’s Hamra district.
helps a person stop smoking; another is a financial services search
engine aimed at consumers.
“We’re helping Lebanese companies internationalise through London,” Zaazaa said. “We need to take
the best companies from Lebanon.
We offer them mentoring and access
to the market through introducing
them to clients. There’s also a lot of
marketing around them.
“At the end of six months, they
should start developing business.”
UK companies, Zaazaa explained,
are not good at accessing Arab markets. Yet the programme itself might
reach those Arab countries ahead of
the products that Lebanese start-

ups have to offer them. Barely six
months after it kicked off, other
countries in Africa and in Europe
expressed interest in the United
Kingdom extending the programme
to their areas. The United Arab
Emirates and Qatar are believed to
be mulling the project to replicate it
in the Gulf.
Paul Khawaja, Britain’s commercial attache in the British embassy
in Beirut, is a keen follower of the
programme.
“I’m really encouraged by things
so far as now there are another 25
Lebanese firms who are waiting to
join the next phase, with $64 million from the (Lebanese) Central

Bank already allocated,” Khawaja
said. “And it’s a win-win situation
for the UK firms who are using the
Lebanese firms as ‘added value’ to
what they have now.”
The Central Bank has pumped
$64 million into equity-based investments in the start-ups. “What
the UK Lebanon Tech Hub did in
one year was not expected to be
achieved until three years,” Khawaja noted. “Soon, it will expand to
Cyprus as a base.”
The programme is not even exclusive to Lebanese citizens. Some
foreign companies that set up in
Lebanon are taking advantage of the
mentoring.
Transterra Media, an online content firm that supplies broadcast
news outlets with raw footage, although not a benefactor of the Central Bank equity, is taking advantage
of the programme in London.
“Our principal focus in London is
on business development for both
our publisher (CNN, BBC) and our
brand clients,” explained Transterra
Chief Executive Officer Jonathan
Giesen. “So, we’ll be setting up an office in London to drive business development and we hope that we can
really expand our customer base
through a newly launched London
operation.”
Martin Jay is the Beirut
correspondent for the Daily
Mail and the founding editor
of An-Nahar English (Lebanon)
newspaper. Follow him on Twitter:
@MartinRJay.
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IEA braces for
another year of
cheap oil
Oil prices will remain low at least
until 2017, the International Energy
Agency (IEA) warned, saying any
recovery will be slow as massive oil
stocks feed into the market.
“We must say that today’s oil market conditions do not suggest that
prices can recover sharply in the immediate future — unless, of course,
there is a major geopolitical event,”
the IEA said in a report looking five
years ahead.
“Only in 2017 will we finally see
oil supply and demand aligned but
the enormous stocks being accumulated will act as a dampener on the
pace of recovery in oil prices when
the market, having balanced, then
starts to draw down those stocks,”
it said.
A year ago, analysts predicted that
oil oversupply would end by late
2015, “but that view has proved very
wide of the mark”, it admitted.
(Agence France-Presse)

Sikorsky to
explore
helicopter
production in
Saudi Arabia

Iranian workers walk at a unit of South Pars Gas field in Asalouyeh Seaport.

Iran looks to become Europe’s main
supplier of gas
Gareth Smyth

London

A

n energy conference in
Tehran in late November attracted companies, including oil majors Total, Statoil, BP,
Shell and Sinopec, from 33 countries. The Iranian media reported
that 50 energy projects were discussed. The main aim, though,
was to outline terms for foreign
participation in the sector. Visitors
left with as many questions as answers.
Iran has long wrestled with the
challenge of attracting foreign investment and know-how while
retaining strict state ownership of
upstream activities, including retention of reserves. Since 2012, the
Iranian Oil Ministry and the stateowned National Iranian Oil Company have been examining alternatives to “buy back”, a system used
extensively until the majors pulled
out in 2009-11 under threat of punitive US action.

Just as important as
investment for Iran
is access to the
advanced
technology held by
the majors.
The oil companies disliked “buy
back”, which meant they funded
development, received an agreed
production share and then transferred operation of the field to Iranian authorities after a set number
of years.
While short on details, the Teh-

ran conference confirmed that the
new kind of agreement — the Integrated Petroleum Contract (IPC)
and also known as the Iran Petroleum Contract — would give international companies incentives to
maximise output.
Essentially, participants in joint
venture would be paid with a share
of output, giving them an incentive, not present under “buy back”,
to increase production and profits.
Contracts could last up to 20 years
rather than the usual five under
“buy back”.
The majors remain wary. American companies refused invitations
to attend the conference, mindful of repeated warnings from the
White House that sanctions have
not yet been lifted and indeed that
not all sanctions will go as a consequence of last July’s nuclear agreement.
But others, too, are cautious,
and not just over their bottom lines
with global oil prices at the lowest
level for nearly seven years and
likely to fall further. They are wary
of potential Iranian joint-venture
partners — including companies
linked to the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps — and nervous
over Iran’s insistence on access to
advanced technology.
Iran wants to increase its oil exports in the short term from 1.2
million barrels a day (bpd), down
by more than 1 million bpd since
stringent US and EU sanctions were
introduced in 2012. Achieving further significant increases will be far
from easy, however.
Vienna’s Organisation of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) meeting confirmed the
determination of Saudi Arabia to
keep prices down through what

amounts to a daily oversupply of 2
million bpd — a determination that
flows, say many analysts, from the
kingdom’s desire to squeeze Iran.
“Everyone does what they want,”
noted Iranian Oil Minister Bijan
Namdar Zanganeh, in Vienna, in
remarks hardly suggesting he expects a price recovery.

Iran has long
wrestled with the
challenge of
attracting foreign
investment and
know-how while
retaining strict state
ownership of
upstream activities.
Tehran is also short of domestic
private-sector capital while facing
the need for vast investment to update technology and maintain ageing oil fields. Hossein Zamaninia, a
deputy oil minister, spoke in October of $185 billion being needed by
2020.
Just as important as investment
for Iran is access to the advanced
technology held by the majors, especially to convert reserves in the
vast South Pars field into liquefied
natural gas (LNG), its most exportable form. While Iran holds 18.2% of
global gas reserves, its production
in 2014 was only 5% of world total,
according to the BP 2015 Statistical
Review of World Energy.
In what looked like an admission of defeat, the previous administration of president Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad announced that gas
from Phase 12 of South Pars would
go into a pipeline for domestic con-

sumption, a step back from plans
to produce LNG alongside Phases
11, 13 and 14 in cooperation with
Shell, Repsol YPF and Total. In
2014, Iran consumed 170.2 billion
of the 172.6 billion cubic metres of
the gas it produced.
Now, more ambitious plans may
be revived and adapted. If the LNG
nettle can be grasped, gas may be
more promising for Iran than oil.
The Paris-based International Energy Agency forecasts the share
of natural gas in the world energy
market will grow from 21% in 2010
to 25% in 2035 (the only fossil fuel
whose share is increasing), with
demand for LNG increasing even
faster.
Iran’s recent announcement that
the German company Linde will,
once sanctions lift, build a floating LNG production facility for the
offshore Forouzan oil rig, would
be a small step in itself. But it gave
Zanganeh a good opportunity to
flag up the gas Iran could potentially supply to Europe.
The bigger issue of producing
LNG from South Pars, work from
which Linde pulled out around
2010, was also discussed in a recent
visit to Tehran by Linde Chief Executive Officer Wolfgang Buechele.
This would be the real game
changer. If the majors play ball,
Iranian officials believe they can
supply 25 billion-30 billion cubic
metres of gas a year to Europe and
have an overall target for gas exports, including LNG, of 80 billion
cubic metres per year by 2021.
Gareth Smyth has covered Middle
Eastern affairs for 20 years and
was chief correspondent for the
Financial Times in Iran from
2003-07.

Saudi Arabia’s Taqnia Aeronautics
and Sikorsky, owned by US company Lockheed Martin, have agreed to
look at producing Black Hawk helicopters in the kingdom, Sikorsky
said.
Riyadh has said it wants to diversify its economy, create skilled jobs
and boost the private sector, including raising participation in the defence industry. Lockheed is rapidly
expanding its international sales
and wants to strengthen its presence in key markets such as Saudi
Arabia.
“The new agreement outlines the
investment, technology and skills
needed to establish production jobs
for Saudi citizens, and could lead to
direct involvement in the assembly
of Sikorsky S-70 Black Hawk helicopters in the kingdom,” Sikorsky
said. Black Hawk helicopters are
operated by the kingdom’s Defence
Ministry, National Guard and Interior Ministry, Sikorsky said. It has
also supplied Saudi Arabia with S-92
commercial heavy lift helicopters
and Seahawk helicopters.
(Reuters)

Iran eyes Brazil
deal for taxis,
Embraer jets
Iran is interested in buying 50 airliners from Brazilian manufacturer
Embraer SA, a presidential aide in
Brazil with knowledge of the negotiations said.
Negotiations for the jets, along
with a potential package of taxis,
buses and trucks made by Brazil’s
ailing auto industry, began in October when Brazilian Trade Minister
Armando Monteiro led a delegation
to Tehran.
Iran signed a deal for 118 Airbus
jets in January and in February
struck a deal for up to 40 turboprop
planes from Franco-Italian producer
ATR. Boeing Company said it received US clearance to enter talks
with airlines in Iran.
The oil-rich country could order
up to 100,000 natural gas-powered
taxis made in Brazil, along with
buses and trucks for its ageing fleet,
the presidential aide said, revising
upward an initial estimate of 60,000
taxis.
(Reuters)
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Ex-UN chief Boutros-Ghali remembered for challenging US
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

B

outros Boutros-Ghali was
one of few diplomats
who could speak truth to
power although he paid
dearly for his courage.
Boutros-Ghali, UN secretarygeneral from 1992-96 and a former
Egyptian Foreign Affairs minister,
died February 16th in a Cairo hospital after suffering a broken hip.
He was 93.
When Boutros-Ghali — the first
Arab and African to be voted to highest post at the United Nations — took
office in 1992, he said he hoped to
turn the world body into one that
could effectively respond to international crises, resolve world conflicts and deliver the humanitarian
assistance to those most in need.
He quickly found that reforming
the United Nations was far more
daunting than he imagined.
“He soon discovered that this
could not be done without the
consent of the US, the master of a
new unipolar world order that was
forming after the end of the cold
war,” said Mufid Shehab, a former minister and a close friend of
Boutros-Ghali.

In Egypt and Africa
Boutros-Ghali was
viewed as a hero, a
reformist and a man
of principle.
“Falling out with the US had actually dealt a deadly blow to his reform efforts, which consequently
weakened the ability of the UN to
deal effectively with world crises.”
Boutros-Ghali conceded the
United Nations’ failure to prevent
the bloodbath in Rwanda in 1994,

when more than 800,000 people
were killed in less than 100 days.
Boutros-Ghali was born to a
wealthy Christian family and
served in Egypt’s Foreign Affairs
Ministry helping negotiate the
Camp David Accords between
Egypt and Israel in 1979 and became the first secretary-general of
the organisation of French-speaking countries (La Francophonie) in
1997.

Boutros-Ghali is the
first Arab and
African to be voted
to highest post at the
United Nations.
He sought to use his tenure at the
United Nations’ top spot to define
the world body’s responsibility in a
post-cold war world. Wars, famine
and genocide, however, prevented
him from turning his thoughts into
action.
Apart from the genocide in
Rwanda, which happened soon
after the United Nations voted to
withdraw its peacekeepers from
the east African state, Yugoslavia
was waiting to break up, opening
the door for the 1995 Srebrenica
massacre in which Bosnian Serbs
overran a UN safe zone and massacred thousands of Muslim men
and boys.
Boutros-Ghali blamed UN members, especially the United States,
for their reluctance to intervene or
provide the United Nations with
the resources it needed.
As if seeking to be even more
despicable to US president Bill
Clinton’s administration, BoutrosGhali also opposed NATO bombings in Bosnia in 1995, spoke
critically of Israel after the 1996
shelling of a UN camp in Lebanon
that killed more than 106 Lebanese
civilians and blamed the United
States and European countries for

February 1993 file picture shows UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali talking to the media as
he leaves the White House after meeting US President Bill Clinton.
blocking his efforts to stop the war
in Somalia.
Those stances played a large role
in the US decision to vote against
Boutros-Ghali’s re-election as secretary-general in 1996. He was the
only UN secretary-general elected
to only one term.
After leaving office, he accused
Washington of using the international organisation to serve its own
political interests.
In Egypt and Africa, however,
Boutros-Ghali was viewed as a
hero, a reformist and a man of principle.

Mohamed al-Shazli, a former
diplomat and a member of the
Egyptian Council for Foreign Affairs, a non-governmental organisation, said generations of Egyptian and African diplomats would
remember Boutros-Ghali for years
to come.
“He had raised generations of
diplomats here and in other countries,” Shazli said. “Everybody had
seen how this man challenged the
desire of the US administration to
make him a mere lackey.”
Boutros-Ghali was born November 14, 1922, into a Coptic Chris-

tian family and was a grandson
of Boutros Ghali, Egyptian prime
minister from 1908-10. He graduated from Cairo University and received a doctorate degree in international law from the University of
Paris.
He was a professor of international law and international relations at
Cairo University from 1949-79. He
joined the Egyptian government in
1974 and was minister of state for
Foreign Affairs from 1977-91.
Boutros-Ghali, who was buried
with full military honours, is survived by his wife.

Egypt’s Heikal leaves behind rich legacy, controversy
Amr Emam

of speech, jailing of opponents and
torture at police stations.
“Political opponents were put in
jail in droves but Heikal, a man who
always defended freedoms, did not
say a word,” said Farida al-Naqqash,
a writer who was jailed in 1972 because she participated in student
protests against Sadat. “This was
so because he did not like to anger
Sadat.”

Cairo

M

ohamed
Hassanein
Heikal, a journalist,
political commentator and historian who
died February 17th at
the age of 93, stirred up controversy for decades, not because he was
wrong but because he did not budge
from what he believed was right.
Heikal, who turned from a littleknown journalist at an English-language newspaper where he worked
as a crime and then a war reporter,
into Egypt’s most noted journalist
and writer, befriending presidents
and kings and interviewing scientists and high-profile politicians.
He also unsettled policymakers,
angered royalty and infuriated ordinary citizens because of his views.
In Egypt, he was not only a witness but also part of groundbreaking developments, from the military
coup against the monarchy in 1952
to the army’s overthrow of Islamist president Muhammad Morsi in
2013.
Heikal was reported to have been
behind the decision of the army to
stage a coup against King Farouk
in 1952, bringing an end to Egypt’s
monarchy and a beginning to a rule
by the military.
As a war reporter, he met revolutionary leader Gamal Abdel Nasser
for the first time in 1948 on the battlefield of the Palestine war. He became friends with Nasser, who apart
from appointing him editor-in-chief
of al-Ahram, Egypt’s largest staterun newspaper, in 1957, made him
minister of guidance (information)
in 1970.
Heikal’s close ties with Nasser and
Nasser’s successor, Anwar Sadat,
however, made him fall silent about
the many restrictions on freedom

Heikal was a close
associate of Nasser,
defending his Arab
nationalism to the
last day.

Mohamed Hassanein Heikal at his 92nd birthday, in Cairo.

Heikal angered Sadat in 1981
when he opposed rapprochement
with the United States and Israel,
which led to his imprisonment in
the same year.
Heikal was not only a close associate of Nasser, defending his Arab
nationalism to the last day. He also
nurtured close ties with Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini, the spiritual
leader of Iran’s 1971 Islamic revolution, King Hussein of Jordan, Algeria’s first president Ahmed Ben Bella
and French president François Mitterrand.
His views on Iran angered Gulf
rulers and millions of Arabs, who
grew up viewing predominantly
Shia Iran as the biggest threat to
their survival. Heikal did not believe
Iran wanted to export its Islamic
revolution to Arab states as most Arabs believed.
He called on successive Egyptian
rulers to develop strong ties with
Iran, always describing Iran as a
state that could be pacified.
Despite growing opposition to
Hezbollah, the Iranian-backed militant Lebanese movement, inside
Lebanon, Heikal used to describe it
as the “last remaining” centre of resistance to Israeli hegemony.

He sent shockwaves in Egypt in
recent months when he advised
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah alSisi to visit Damascus and meet with
Syrian President Bashar Assad.
The “Master,” as Heikal was called
by generations of Egyptian journalists, suffered a strong blow to his
credibility in 2011 when he claimed
Egypt’s ex-president Hosni Mubarak
had $70 billion in European banks.
It turned out he didn’t have proof of
the claim.
His appearance on the Qatari
news channel Al Jazeera in 2007
also drew criticism due to deteriorating relations between Cairo and
Doha.
Nevertheless, Heikal is an Egyptian and Arab journalist whose name
will be remembered for decades, his
students, admirers and friends say.
“Heikal is about a very distinguished and elevated journalistic
school that left its mark on generations of Egyptian newspapermen,”
said Mustafa Bakri, a journalist by
profession and a member of parliament who knew Heikal for three
decades. “Even those who differed
with him never lost respect for him.”

As a war reporter, he
met revolutionary
leader Gamal Abdel
Nasser for the first
time in 1948.
With many books and hundreds
of columns and articles to his name,
Heikal left enough material for
Egyptians and Arabs to remember
him. He recently started writing a
book about relations between the
Egyptian Army and the Muslim
Brotherhood. He died of kidney failure before completing the book.
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Egyptian Christians say there are too few churches
Khaled Osama

Cairo

R

aouf Adli, a Christian
textile worker in his mid50s, is fortunate enough
to have a church close to
his home in Giza province near Cairo where he and his
family can pray.
“It takes me a short ride from my
home to be at the church to attend
the mass every week,” Adli said.
“This is a real blessing in a country
like Egypt, in fact.”
Many other Egyptians, however,
travel tens, and sometimes hundreds, of kilometres for Christian
services. A lack of churches leaves
the religious life of most of the
country’s Christians unfulfilled
and praying in a church simply a
dream.

The number of
Christians is far
greater than current
church facilities can
accommodate.
Christians make up almost 10%
of Egypt’s population of 90 million. There are, however, only
2,869 churches in the country, according to the state-run Central
Agency for Public Mobilisation and
Statistics (CAPMAS).
An 80-year-old law states that
Christians need official permission
to build churches or renovate existing buildings. Most of the time, authorisation is not given. Christians
sometimes evade the requirement
and carry out construction in secret and this often ignites tension
with Muslim neighbours.
“This is not a problem of the
present time but it dates decades
back,” said Kamal Zakhir, a Christian analyst. “This problem started in 1935 when the government
made it necessary for Christians to
get permission before building new
churches or renovating old ones.”
This requirement has resulted in
a situation in which the number of
Christians is far greater than current church facilities can accommodate. Repeated calls to allow
Christians to build churches have
been mostly ignored.
Restrictions, observers say, on

An Egyptian policeman stands in front of the Saint Peter and Saint Paul Coptic Orthodox church in the Abbasiya district of Cairo.
Egyptian Christians’ freedom to
construct new churches offer insight into the state of religious freedom in Egypt, a country where the
majority Muslim population can
easily build mosques. There are
108,000 mosques in Egypt, CAPMAS said. That is one mosque for
about every 750 Egyptian Muslims.
The Christian/church ratio is one
church for every 3,140 Christians.
Some of Egypt’s villages and
neighbourhoods do not have
churches, despite the presence of a
large Christian population.
When Adli goes to his nearby
church there is little space in the
pews for his family. Sometimes
they stand throughout the service.

“Sitting or standing by me inside the church are always people
who travel a long way to attend
mass,” Adli said. “They tell me that
they do not have churches in their
neighbourhoods or villages.”
Change appears to be taking
place. Christians have received
backing from Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, who was the
first Egyptian president to go to the
papal seat in Cairo for Christmas
services in 2015. He did the same
when Coptic Christians celebrated
Christmas this year.
Sisi recently inaugurated a number of development projects when
Kamel al-Wazir, the head of the
army’s engineering unit that over-

saw the implementation of the
projects, told him that one of the
new communities established on
the outskirts of Cairo had a house
of worship in it.

Christians make up
almost 10% of
Egypt’s population
of 90 million.
“What type of house of worship?” Sisi asked.
“A mosque, Mr President,” Wazir
answered.
“A church must be established,
too,” Sisi said.
Nevertheless, Christians say

they want the right to have their
own churches be guaranteed by
law, not by a president who will
one day leave the position. Christians hold about 6% of the seats of
parliament and Christian lawmaker Mona Mounir says she and her
colleagues will soon submit such
legislation.
“The law will give Christians the
right to build, renovate and enlarge
their churches,” Mounir said. “The
government cannot deny Christians a right strongly considered
theirs in their capacity as citizens
of this country.”
Khaled Osama is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

Lebanon faces health hazards as garbage crisis lingers
Paul Gadalla

Beirut

W

ith tons of untreated refuse improperly disposed of due
to corruption and
political paralysis,
Lebanon’s seven-month garbage
crisis is turning into an environmental and health disaster.
Mounds of rubbish continue to
pile up in makeshift dumps in Beirut’s port area and Mount Lebanon.

With the
government
haggling over a plan
to export the refuse,
a solution to the
crisis seems a long
way off.
Ali Chamaa, a resident of the
Mount Lebanon town of Barja, tells
an all-too-common tale of stopgap
measure, saying: “The municipality is literally just throwing the
trash into a nearby valley. Already,
residents can smell the fumes and
there is nothing being done to recycle.”
Joseph Saba, an environmental
engineer, said: “The government
and municipalities have yet to dis-

close how many informal dumps
there are and their exact locations.
None of these sites were prepared
to accept mounds of trash, therefore toxins could be seeping into
the ground.”
The Air Quality Associated Research Unit in Lebanon, formed in
collaboration with the American
University of Beirut, Notre Dame
University and St Joseph University, issued a report in December
warning of an unprecedented
amount of carcinogens in Lebanon’s air since the garbage crisis.
According to the report, samples
taken near burning garbage were
416 times more carcinogenic and
carried carcinogens previously not
found in Lebanon’s air.
Dr Elie Fares, a medical doctor
and popular local blogger, warned
that the fumes “will cause exacerbation of diseases in people with
pulmonary ailments. Meaning if
someone has previous pulmonary
issues, the fumes can serve as triggers to his disease and lead to aggravations.”
Saba noted that the spread of disease, especially among children, is
more worrisome. “For kids living
near dumps, they have increased
exposure to harmful toxins and viruses,” he said.
Although officials at the Ministry
of Health insist there is no increase
in illnesses compared to the last
seven years, the Ministry of Agri-

In the Beirut suburb of Jdeideh, garbage is being organised into
packaged batches.
culture pointed out the effect the
crisis is having on farming.
“There is an increased number
of insects resulting from the accumulated waste, especially during
the snow season, and there is now
a risk of crops getting diseases due
to the fermentation of the waste,” a
source at the ministry said on condition of anonymity.
Lebanon’s post-civil war environmental record has been a poor
one, with virtually no recycling or
conservation scheme implemented.
Beirut and Mount Lebanon’s

trash, which amounted to 2,500
tonnes a day, was regularly sent
to a sanitary landfill in the coastal
town of Nehmeh, south of Beirut,
until the middle of last year when it
was closed under popular pressure.
With no substitute area for disposal, garbage collection was halted
and mountains of trash piled up on
the streets.
Within weeks, civil society
groups had mass demonstrations
to demand a sustainable solution
to the crisis.
The Lebanese government attempted to ease the situation by

forming a crisis committee to resume limited pick-ups of trash,
which was disposed in a disorganised way in makeshift dumps.
With the government haggling
over a plan to export the refuse, a
solution to the crisis seems a long
way off, which portends more dire
consequences.
Beside the significant increase in
cancer risks, Lebanon’s water supply is threatened with contamination. According to Saba, the longer
the trash stays, the higher the concentration of toxins seeping into
artesian wells and aquifers.
“At higher altitudes trash covered
in snow is not swept into the sea
and thus stays longer. The melting
snow, bit-by-bit carries the toxins
into aquifers and rivers, which ultimately affects the drinking supply,”
Saba warned.
“Any crops irrigated with such
water could also carry E. coli bacteria and increase cases of food
poisoning in crops that are eaten
with the peel on, like tomatoes or
cucumbers.”
Marine life was also at risk. “At
lower altitudes, because of urbanisation, most of the water goes off
into the sea, meaning garbage is
being swept into our coastal waters and could harm marine life the
longer it stays,” Saba said.
Paul Gadalla is a Beirut-based
reporter.
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Tunisian film wins awards at Berlin festival
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

I

nhebbek Hedi, from Tunisian
director and scriptwriter Mohamed Ben Attia, won the Best
First Feature Award at the 66th
Berlin International Film Festival, the first Arabic film selected for
the official competition in 20 years.
The film’s male lead, Tunisian actor Majd Mastoura, won the Silver
Bear for best actor.
Inhebbek Hedi depicts the journey of a man of the same name,
played by Mastoura, as he struggles
at a dead-end job in the aftermath
of the Tunisian revolution. Days
before his wedding, which was arranged by his overbearing mother,
he meets a free-spirited woman,
played by Rym ben Messaoud, and
a love affair ensues.

The film’s male lead,
Tunisian actor Majd
Mastoura, won the
Silver Bear for best
actor.
Ben Attia is a relative newcomer
to Tunisian cinema. Inhebbek Hedi
— I Love You, Hedi — is his first feature-length film after five shorts.
“Ever since I was a child, I was a
fan of writing and films. I used to
watch a lot of films but then I started college and had to study business for four years. It wasn’t until
the stage of post-graduate studies that I studied audiovisual for a
year,” Ben Attia said.
“Then I went back home and
started working as a salesman for
12 years much like the character of
the film, Inhebbek Hedi. I met Dora
Bouchoucha, the film’s producer,

who helped a lot in guiding me. I
joined writing workshops and for
the following four years. I worked
on five short films.”
Ben Attila spent three years
writing Inhebbek Hedi, which was
filmed in May and June 2015.
“The character of the film is different from (my story). We share
similarities but it was not based on
me. We share the same career path.
I started working as a salesman going from one place to another during an economic crisis since we had
just had the revolution then, ” Ben
Attia said.
“You go to sell cars from one
place to another when people are
not willing to buy them. I was familiar with that solitude that the
character lived during that period
and that self-questioning. That was
the departure point for the film.”
Ben Attia expressed surprise and
happiness at the festival awards
and said they are sparks of hope for
everyone in Tunisia and its cinema
industry.
“I was enthralled to read all these
beautiful posts about how people
in Tunisia were so proud of the
awards. I honestly haven’t had the
chance to truly realise what is going or fully understand this happiness. It is almost unreal,” Ben Attia
said.
“It is true that a lot of aspects of
the film also talk about the possibility of realising our dreams. I believe
that it is not naive to believe that
everything is possible, that anything can happen. If one is passionate and sincere about something,
it will take time to achieve one’s
dream but one should not give up.
We should continue working until
you realise what you wanted to do.”
Ben Attia said the movie speaks
for the concerns of the cinema industry and the Tunisian people as

Producer Dora Bouchoucha (L) looks on as Director Mohamed Ben Attia, winner of the Best First
Feature Award for his film Inhebbek Hedi speaks during the award ceremony at the 66th Berlin
International Film Festival in Berlin, on February 20th.
it exposes social taboos in relation
to their political context. “I hear
this from people now and we need
this hope now,” he said. “Eventually, all is possible. All we need is to
have more confidence in ourselves.
The prize will open new doors for
us. There is curiosity about the
country now. People are interested
in knowing certain things about the
country.”
He said the secret of the success
of the film is its subtle treatment of
post-revolutionary Tunisia.

“The movie is about the journey
of a person and this path is open for
a second-level reading. It was not
meant to be evident or highlighted
that I am talking about our revolution. I appreciate that the movie
was selected for its value as a film
in itself than because of its context,” Ben Attia said.
“It is hard today to tell any story,
any given story without referring to
something related to our [lives]…
We cannot alienate ourselves from
what surrounds us. The context

was implied.”
In his acceptance speech, Mastoura dedicated his Silver Bear for
best actor to the Tunisian revolution and its martyrs.
“There wouldn’t have been liberty of expression without all the
blood that has been shed in the
revolution. I hope we continue being free and happy,” he said.
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor for The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

Autumn Lines highlights the many borders
migrants have to cross
Dunia El-Zobeidi

London

A

n
imposing
“wired
fence” of 2,100 metres
made from ribbons,
ropes, shoelaces and
electrical cables greets
visitors of London’s Sprovieri Gallery, the site of Italian artist Francesco Arena’s exhibition Autumn
Lines, a display of installations inspired by the Syrian migrant crisis
and their perilous journey to Europe.
War-weary migrants travel thousands of kilometres by foot, boat
and train, crossing borders that
Arena sought to highlight in his
works, using geometric and primary forms, including cubes, circles,
horizontal and vertical lines.

Autumn Lines is
designed to
encourage viewers
to interpret the
Middle East refugee
crisis in their own
way.
A picture he saw on the internet of a flow of migrants walking
through Europe or queuing up at
fences erected by certain countries
on the route to stop the migrants
from crossing inspired his works,
Arena said.
“The operation of using the idea
and geometric shapes to make a
final sculpture was the result of a
long mental process,” Arena said,
adding that he has focused on the
topic of refugees because migration is one of the oldest movements of humans and has affected
people around the globe for centuries.

“Coming from Italy, a country
where many people migrate from,
I feel I can relate to the migrants. At
a certain point, everyone has been
a migrant for one reason or another,” he said.
Autumn Lines displays three
triptych sculptures illustrating the
borders that the refugees crossed.
Like in a ballet, there is the step,
the double step and the triple step.
In Passo (The Step), Arena translates the 170km between Budapest
train station and the Austrian border, which is the distance refugees
had to walk after their train was
stopped. The leg is illustrated by a
68cm polished bronze bar, which is
the same measurement as Arena’s
step relating the work directly to
the artist. On the bar is the engraving: x 250,000. Multiplying this by
the dimension of the bar gives the
distance from Budapest to the Austrian border.
In Passo Doppio (Double Step)
the same unit of measurement and
the same material formalise other
distances and other “lines” — the
826km between the Syrian border
and Turkey’s coastal city of Bodrum, and the 1,449km separating
Bodrum from the Austrian border.
The total of these two distances is
what Syrian refugees crossed to
make it into West Europe.
Arena formalises this “route”
with two 68cm polished bronze
bars, joined to form a right angle.
Here too, multiplying the length of
the bars with figures engraved on
them gives the distance of the respective legs.
In Passo Triplo (Triple Step),
Arena takes into consideration the
distance between Munich and the
Italian border (328km), the French
border (310km) and Swedish border
(78km). Munich is where the flow
of migrants from Eastern Europe
splits and they decide whether to

Italian artist Francesco Arena created a wired fence to illustrate
the border fences erected in Europe to stem flow of migrants.
go west, south or north. It becomes
a crossroads of their journey.
The installation consists of three
polished bronze bars of the same
dimensions as the other works but
this time the bars form a “T”. At

the joint of the three bars numbers
are engraved, which when multiplied by the bar dimension give the
distances between Munich and the
borders of Italy, France and Sweden.

The fourth installation in the
exhibit, the “wired fence” titled
Europe, 11th November 2015 is designed to be a portrayal of that day
in Europe when Slovenia and Croatia closed their borders to prevent
migrants from passing into Europe.
They built a 2,100m fence.
Arena’s installation of ribbons,
ropes, shoelaces and electrical
cables is of the same size as the
barbed-wire fence between Croatia and Slovenia. The fluidity inspired him to create the flowing
installation of wire and ribbons to
reflect migrant diversity. The place
migrants were walking through in
Croatia to go to Austria was visible
through Google Maps, which he
studied to understand the length
of the trail migrants used.
Autumn Lines is designed to encourage viewers to interpret the
Middle East refugee crisis in their
own way, Arena said
The work reflected the eye of
the artist and viewers may not perceive his work the way he wants
them to.
According to German philosophy, everyone has their own way of
seeing the world from their experiences and culture. “My art is not
meant to give a specific message
to viewers but to encourage viewers to question the world around
them,” Arena said
“It (the exhibition) is a starting
point of interpretations of the topic. Art works when it provokes the
viewers to question the artwork.
“I hope my art will provoke viewers to think more about migrants .”
Autumn Lines is available to view
through April 2nd at Sprovieri Gallery in London. The gallery premiered the exhibition, which may
later be shown in other countries.
Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular Arab
Weekly contributor in London.
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Four decades of
UAE art
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Sharjah

1

980-Today: Exhibitions in the
United Arab Emirates offers a
chance to glimpse highlights
of four decades of art in the
United Arab Emirates from
the early days of the country’s formation.
Displaying 120 works by 15 Emirati artists, the show, on display at
the Flying Saucer, in Sharjah, was
internationally acclaimed when
it was presented in Venice in 2015
by the National Pavilion UAE in La
Biennale di Venezia 56th International Art Exhibition.
Curated by Sheikha Hoor al-Qasimi, daughter of Sharjah’s ruler, the
exhibit embraces the pioneering
work of the Emirates Fine Art Society (EFAS), a non-profit institution founded in 1980 that has been
instrumental in training artists and
nurturing talent.
It took Sheikha Hoor and her
team a year of research before
the works were compiled. The archives of EFAS and old issues of the
EFAS’s publication, Al Tashkeel,
were a veritable goldmine. Other
sources included newspaper articles, artists’ writings, exhibition

catalogues and interviews with artists and cultural practitioners.
“I conceived this show for the
Venice Biennale with the UAE audience in mind. It is important to
acknowledge the work of these
pioneers who worked together as
a group,” Sheikha Hoor, who is also
the president of the Sharjah Art
Foundation, said.
“The UAE is growing very fast, so
it was important that we document
the artworks that were produced
under the pioneering efforts of the
Emirates Fine Arts Society, which
is still very active in promoting
UAE art and artists.”
Giuseppe Moscatello, director of
Maraya Art Centre in Sharjah, said:
“It is an important show that tracks
history. It is important for the future. For the first time, young Emirati artists can reference the past
and look back at the art produced
at a different period in time.”
Rather than following a chronology, the exhibition creates the
sense of wandering through dense
collections in conversation with
one another. The selection of pieces focused on sharing fundamental
stages of the artists’ careers as well
as that of the UAE art scene collectively.
Najat Meky and Abdul Rahim
Salim have worked primarily on pa-

Ceramic sculptures by Salem Jawhar titled Marine
Environment, 2004.

Dr Najat Meky with her early metal sculptures from 1980s at the show in Sharjah.
per or canvas since the 1990s. However, their earlier practice focused
on sculpture and reliefs. Meky’s
iron sculptures from 1982-84 and
her relief on clay titled Palestine
(1995) shed light on the variety of
her styles, feminine concerns and
strength of conviction.
“My works have been excavated,
collected and exhibited. The show
has played a great role in presenting UAE art,” said Meky, the preeminent woman artist in the UAE.
Mohamed Yousif has in recent
years been working with found objects and elements from his natural
surroundings, while his older work
included traditional wooden sculptures. Motion and stillness feature
prominently in his works.
Abdul Qader al-Rais is best
known today for his landscapes
and abstract paintings but a series
of his early figurative paintings are
shown. One of the earliest works
at the show is his The Wait (1968),
which predates the formation of
the UAE. The other works from
Rais are a Self-Portrait (1973) and
Fear (1978). The landscape Sad Day
Afternoon (1989) provides hints at
the expressionistic and calligraphic

paths that the artist would successfully embark on later.
Recalling his early days as a student in Kuwait and his journey into
art, Rais said: “Society and the elders would tell you that ‘Art will
not feed you.’ This was largely the
case from the ‘60s to the ‘80s.”

The exhibition
creates the sense of
wandering through
dense collections in
conversation with
one another.
Khor Fakkan-based Abdullah alSaadi’s series of sculptures titled
The Cavity Room (1991) is made
from animal bones collected from
his surroundings and casts a spell
on viewers. It speaks of the meditative quality that Saadi brings to his
work, which encompasses drawing, photography, artist’s diaries
and found objects.
The pioneer of conceptual art
Hassan Sharif has diverse works
including live performance, drawing, photography, multimedia and

synthetic works. Sharif’s works
from 1985 incorporating zinc and
boiled linseed oil on canvas are
paired with Notebooks, a series he
has been working on since the early
1980s.
The veterans’ journey into arts
was an uphill course. But it was ideological and artistic impulses that
drove them to stick to the difficult
path of realising their individual
visions and the collective vision of
creating a plastic arts movement in
the UAE.
“In the early days, when there
was no public support or awareness about art, it was not a matter
of luxury. The Emirates Fine Arts
Society in Sharjah was our HQ and
our own dream,” said Yousif.
“The fine arts movement in the
country is doing fine. We need
more interaction between the old
and the young now. The Venice
Biennale gave us good momentum. We will work together to take
the ship to other journeys, other
shores.”
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

Naji Hakim, virtuoso, returns to Beirut roots
Gareth Smyth

Beirut

N

aji Hakim was just
5 years old when,
at 7.30am mass at a
church in Gemaizeh,
east Beirut, he first
heard the organ. Transfixed, he
had to wait until the service ended
to find out what produced those
“beautiful sounds”.
Returning from France 55 years
later for concerts February 6th
and 7th in his native city, Hakim
gave rich glimpses not just of his
astonishing playing but of a range
of composition that has stretched
beyond the organ into symphonic
and chamber music as well as choral works.

Hakim has never
accepted a divide
between Western
and “Oriental”
music.
“I like to write for the orchestra
and for different instruments,”
Hakim said. “It’s a different joy to
writing for the organ.”
At Sacred Heart Church in Gemaizeh, where he first heard the
organ, Hakim played Bach and
Cesar Franck. In the National
Evangelical Church in downtown
Beirut he joined musicians from
the Lebanese Conservatory in
new pieces for organ, clarinet,

violin, horn and oboe.
Hakim offers an uncommon
mix of joy and virtuosity. Both
his playing and composition are
rich in drama. A reviewer for the
Scotsman newspaper found himself “open-mouthed” on hearing
Hakim’s 2011 recording Set Me as a
Seal Upon Your Heart, featuring organ, voice and chamber musicians.
Gramophone magazine, reviewing his 2014 recording of his own
compositions on the Schuke organ
of the Palacio Euskalduna in Bilbao, noted: “If the intention is to
deliver the joy inherent in this music, he succeeds brilliantly.”
But Hakim offers other rare
mixes, too. While organ music is
primarily religious and Hakim has
enjoyed a distinguished career as a
church organist in Paris, he rejects
any “secular” divide in music.
“For me everything is religious,”
he said. “Even the work not based
on liturgical melody [used in the
ceremony of mass] is religious. As
Psalm 150 says: ‘All that breathes
should worship the Lord’. The
church is not just a building, it’s
all the Earth. All the Earth is a big
church.”
Likewise, Hakim has never accepted a divide between Western
and “Oriental” music. His mass
for soprano solo, premiered in
1994 with the Swede Dominique
Hellsten, was inspired by oriental
scales and his work for solo organ,
Rubaiyat, drew from the poems of
Omar Khayyam.
In 2015, Lebanon’s Baalbeck
Festival commissioned an orches-

Naji Hakim during rehearsals at the Evangelical Church in
downtown Beirut.
tral work envisaged as a “danced
poem” drawing from the dabke
and featuring darbuka, daf and riq,
as well as woodwind instruments
evoking the mejwez, the doublepiped flute that often accompanies
the dabke.
Hakim dedicated the piece to his
son, Jean-Paul, who was born in
France but inspired by the dabke
after watching examples on the
internet. “He was not only able to
dance it but to teach it to the whole
family,” said Hakim.
Jean-Paul Hakim is studying
French and Spanish law at Nanterre University but also holds a
Grade 7 in piano at the Associated
Board of the Royal Schools of Mu-

sic, London, and is, said his father,
“a gifted improviser with substantial potential as a composer”.
Although he left Lebanon at the
age of 20, Hakim’s origins run far
beyond the folkloric themes found
in Baalbeck. “There are many eastern roots [in my music], many
oriental features,” he said. “Dancing and rhythmic features are important, and these complement
melodically.” Throughout Hakim’s
compositions are strong rhythms
— and the percussive element is
unmistakable when he plays the
organ.
As, too, is his sense of beauty.
Hakim cites the 19th-century
French composer Charles Gounod

— “the melody, always the melody,
that’s the very secret of our art”.
Hakim’s accolades are many. He
has won ten first prizes at international organ and composition
competitions. The compliment he
treasures most, however, came
from Olivier Messiaen, alongside
Debussy the towering French composer of the 20th century, who said
just months before his death that
he had never heard anyone improvise as well as Hakim.
Improvising is common for organists in church ceremonies in
France, and it was fitting that
Hakim succeeded Messiaen as organist at the Church of the Trinity
in 1993, a post he held for 15 years.
In 2007, Pope Benedict XVI
honoured his work for the Roman Catholic Church and the call
Hakim heard as a child remains
strong.
“It’s a difficult time for Christianity, not only in the Middle East,”
he said. “All over the world there’s
an evil spirit working against
whatever is religious and, in particular, what is Christian and what
is Catholic. It appears in different
ways — in education programmes
in schools, and in the way adults
speak about religion. Christian
people are less proud to proclaim
their faith.
“The mass media are developing
a hedonistic way of life, [influencing people] not to think about spirituality, about effort, about others,
about sacrifice. The future is in the
hands of God and the goodwill of
each of us.”
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Agenda
Tripoli:
Through March 20th
The Hollywood Circus is
moving to Tripoli. People
are invited to be part of the
show every Thursday through
Sunday from 4pm-8pm at the
Rachid Karami International
Fair, Tripoli, Lebanon.

Dubai:
Through April 9th

Gnawa performance in the Medina, Asilah.

Asilah, Morocco’s cultural hub
on the Atlantic

Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

A

silah, a little-known
town on the North Atlantic coast before the
late 1970s, has become
one of the more popular
stops in northern Morocco.
Asilah dates back almost 35
centuries and is rich in history.
The small fishing village has been
home to Phoenicians, Carthaginians, Romans, Portuguese and Arabs over that period.
The fortified walls that encircle
Asilah’s old town bear longstanding witness to Portuguese architectural grandeur, giving it a unique
charm.
Asilah underwent an artistic revolution in 1978 thanks to former
foreign minister Mohamed Benaissa and artist and curator Mohamed
Melehi, who were behind the idea
of asking local artists to paint on
the town’s worn-out walls. Since
then, Asilah has become one of
the North African region’s cultural
hubs and host to Morocco’s most
visited summer-long arts festivals.
Each year, the International Cultural Moussem of Asilah attracts
thousands of people from around
the world. In late July, the quiet
town is visited by scores of artists
and holidaymakers, packing hotels
and other available lodging. Those
unable to find a place to stay often end up in Tangier, 46km away
from Asilah, and commute to the
festival.
Dubbed one of the cleanest cities
in Morocco, Asilah dazzles with its
blend of authenticity and modernity. Its Borj El Kamra is one of its
most visible monuments.
The old medina painted blue
and white has been gentrified.
Moroccan and European investors
bought houses and turned them
into riads. During the festival, the
medina turns into an art gallery.
Artists showcase their works in the
Pasha Raissouli Palace, which was
built in 1909.

Artists who are not officially part
of the festival exhibit works on
the streets and buildings’ walls.
There are also many small galleries
to wander into along the narrow
streets of the medina.
Born and bred in Asilah, artist El
Omrani Lhaddadi owns a tiny gallery filled with unusual paintings,
all in blue and white. Lhaddadi
says the choice of colours reflects
the nature of Asilah as a coastal
town. The 48-year-old artist,
who was inspired by Morocco’s
famed Farid Belkahia when he was
young, says his paintings touch on
religion, clandestine migration,
life and death.

Beirut:
Through December 26th
Film in Metro is a monthly
cycle of films by Metro al Madina. Under a different theme
each month, Metro will screen
new and old films on Mondays
from 6.30pm-9.30pm at Metro
al Madina, Sarolla Building,
Hamra, Beirut.

Dubai:
February 25th-March 12th
The Dubai Food Festival is a
citywide festival that celebrates Dubai’s emergence as
a gastronomic destination.
The event offers an impressive schedule of food-related
events and promotions that
highlight Dubai’s food scene.

Each year, the
International
Cultural Moussem
of Asilah attracts
thousands of people
from around the
world.
Lhaddadi recalls the days before it became a major tourist
destination when pottery, fishing
and traditional tailoring were the
businesses of Asilah. Outside the
gallery stands a bookshelf holding novels in different languages.
Lhaddadi lends the books free of
charge for up to three days to any
passer-by, including tourists.
The artist, who speaks four languages, uses powder in his paintings, whose prices vary, according
to quality, from $5.20 to $20.80.
Asilah also features about a dozen shops, some owned by foreigners, offering Berber throws, carpets
and slippers, mosaic tables and
ceiling lamps among other items.
The most eye-catching attractions in the medina are the wide
ancient wooden doors of the houses. They have been well-preserved
and their shape varies from one
house to another with knockers
still used on some, a sign of authenticity resisting technology.

Global Village is the largest
seasonal cultural extravaganza in the region. Visitors
can enjoy an array of festivals,
shopping and entertainment
in an open-air theme park.
The entertainment and shopping destination hosts more
than 70 participating countries with presentations in
more than three dozen pavilions. There are more than 50
fun rides and 26 restaurants
offering food from around the
world.

Tafraoute, Morocco:
March 6th-8th
Spanish flamenco dancer Luisa Palicio Martin performs during the
Asilah International Cultural Festival.
As the sun goes down, tourists,
lovers and amateur photographers
crowd along the western wall of
the medina to take pictures of the
mesmerising sunset colouring the
horizon of an often cloudless sky.
A little boy is spotted taking a
tray of home-made bread to a local
traditional oven for baking, a rare
scene in the face of modern bakeries’ hegemony.
Youssef El Kouch’s 50-year-old
traditional oven is the last one of
its kind in the medina. He says his
business, which he inherited from
his father, thrives only during religious festivities and in the summer.
At night, café terraces and restaurants are packed with tourists
along the corniche, whose road
turns into a walking boulevard

closed to cars after sunset. The
smell of freshly cooked fish permeates the air as most restaurants
specialise in seafood. Restaurant
Sevilla, which is a 2-minute walk
from the main medina gate, offers
a variety of quality dishes from a
mixture of fried seafood to paella
and Moroccan tanginess, as does
Casa Pepe restaurant in the heart
of Zallaka Plaza.
August is the busiest month,
with hotels booked months in advance. Prices for fully furnished
flats in the small upscale district
of Asilah start from $73 during the
month as demand far exceeds supply.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

The Almond Blossom Festival, celebrated every year in
Morocco, sees villagers mark
harvest time with Berber
dancing, singing and almond
tastings. International musicians and actors mingle with
local performers to produce
live events based on Moroccan
folklore.

Doha:
During March
The International Kite Festival
takes place in Katara, a village
in Doha, and attracts international visitors during two days
of culture and art. During the
festival, the sky above Katara
is dotted with thousands of
kites, including those flown
by internationally recognised
kiting pilot teams from India,
the United States, China,
South Korea and Japan. The
variety of activities scheduled
includes kiting workshops,
face-painting, street painting
and more.

Tunis:
April 8th-17th
The 11th annual Jazz à
Carthage music festival brings
together renowned international and local musicians to
perform and attend discovery
concerts, lectures, exhibitions
and nightly jam sessions.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.
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Moroccan design in the Medina
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